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Biographical history

Benjamin Wills Newton (1807-1899) was born at Plymouth on the 12 December, 1807. His father Benjamin, a draper, died eleven days before his birth. Until he was twelve, he was brought up by his maternal grandfather Roger Treffry of Lostwithiel, Cornwall. He was educated at grammar schools at Lostwithiel and Plymouth, and went to Oxford University in 1824, becoming a fellow of Exeter College in 1826. He obtained a first class honours degree in classics, graduating in 1829. Although his parents had been Quakers, on going up to Oxford his desire was to be ordained in the Church of England. At Oxford, under the influence of Henry Bulteel he underwent evangelical conversion and became critical of the Anglican Church, he also began to study prophecy. In 1831, he abandoned the idea of taking holy orders, and on his marriage to Hannah Abbott in 1832 resigned his fellowship.

Newton returned to Plymouth, earning his living as a tutor in a school he set up with his friend Henry Borlase. He preached widely at independent gatherings of Christians where he and his co-religionists began to build up a large following. It is these meetings which eventually became known to those outside as the Plymouth Brethren, although their influence was to spread well beyond the confines of Plymouth. With the support of John Nelson Darby, with whom he had developed a close relationship, he was appointed elder of Providence Chapel, Raleigh Street, Plymouth, which moved to Ebrington Street in 1840. Newton became the dominant personality at this chapel, presiding over open worship and regularly intervening to stop what he felt were fruitless contributions.

The study of Biblical prophecy was central to his development, but his views diverged from the increasingly influential belief in a ‘secret rapture’ subscribed to by Darby
and others. Conflict ensued in 1845 when Darby returned to Plymouth after a lengthy spell abroad. There were arguments over eschatology, and the leadership role Newton had adopted at Ebrington Street. More seriously, there were accusations of Christological heresy relating to the teachings of Newton on the nature of Christ’s suffering. Although Newton was to concede that his views on the latter had been mistaken and withdrew them, the die had been cast, and critics, especially Darby, refused to accept his contrition. It was these differences, and the disagreements following their airing, which led to the historic division of the Brethren into ‘Exclusive’ and ‘Open’ wings.

In spite of his importance to the development of the ‘Open Brethren’, Newton decided to leave Plymouth in the aftermath of this dispute and distanced himself thereafter from the Brethren movement. He moved to London and became a regular preacher at an independent chapel in Queen’s Road, Bayswater. Newton continued to write on religious themes, notably eschatology, and provided financial support to his friend Samuel P. Tregelles. Newton retired to Orpington and later Newport in the Isle of Wight.

Newton’s first wife Hannah died in 1846. He married Maria Hawkins in 1849; their only child Maria Anne Constantia died at the age of five in 1855. Newton died at Tunbridge Wells on 26 June 1899.

Samuel Prideaux Tregelles (1813-1875) was born at Falmouth on 30 June 1813, the son of Samuel Tregelles, a merchant, and his wife Dorothy. He was educated at Falmouth Classical School, prior to obtaining employment at Neath Abbey Ironworks at Glamorgan where he worked from 1829 to 1835. In his spare time he studied Welsh language and literature and continued to develop his knowledge of Greek, Hebrew and Aramaic. He returned to Falmouth in 1835 where he supported himself by taking pupils. Having published a book in 1836 he obtained work from publishers in London. On moving to the capital, he edited Englishman’s Greek Concordance to the New Testament (1839), and Hebrew and Chaldee Concordance to the Old Testament (1843). In 1838 he commenced a critical study of the Greek New Testament based on ancient manuscripts. This was to be his major life work, for which he travelled extensively. The publications he produced and the work he did on this project provided the foundation for the Greek edition of the New Testament published by Wescott and Hort in 1881, and the Revised Version of the English Bible of 1881.

During 1846 Tregelles settled in Plymouth and became associated with the Brethren. Tregelles was the cousin of Benjamin Wills Newton’s first wife, and he defended Newton in the controversies of the time. Like Newton he diverged from the Brethren after the 1847 rift. He continued to live in Plymouth.

Tregelles was awarded an LLD degree from St. Andrews in 1852, and was awarded a civil-list pension in 1870. He married his cousin Sarah Anna Prideaux in 1839; they did not have children. Tregelles died in Plymouth in 1875; Sarah Anna died in 1882.

When, in his later years Newton moved to the Isle of Wight, he encouraged a following of sympathetic men and women. Among his congregation was Frederick William Wyatt (c. 1850 - c. late 1920s), a watchmaker by profession who lived for a time at Ryde though he eventually returned to his native Blandford in Dorset. Wyatt, a
Greek and Hebrew scholar was a close associate of Newton; he took notes of Newton's lectures and copied down conversations they had into notebooks.

Alfred Charles Fry (1869-1943) also held Newton in high esteem. As a child he attended a Sunday School run by Miss Hawkins, Newton's sister-in-law, who lived with the Newtons at Clatterford House in Carisbrooke. He was converted at the age of seventeen and after working as a printer, was employed by Newton as his colporteur to travel around the island villages by bicycle. He later ran a Sunday School and taught the children of Newton's congregation. Like Wyatt, A.C. Fry was keen to copy notes of Newton's lectures and he compiled indexes.

**Scope and content**

The collection comprises original notebooks and papers as well as a few printed items, except for CBA 7180 (1-41) which are photocopies. There are indexes to notebooks and letters, notes of Bible lectures and Bible study, copies of letters to and of B.W. Newton; Bible notes, letters, diaries of F.W. Wyatt; Bible notes, letters and other notes of A.C. Fry; Bible notes and copies of letters by other writers, some of whom remain anonymous; letters and copies of letters of B.W. Newton, S.P. Tregelles, S.A. Tregelles, J.N. Darby, Lord Congleton and others (see list p. [NEED REF.]) which were kept among the papers of B.W. Newton; letters addressed to S.A. Tregelles (widow of S.P. Tregelles).

The collection is an invaluable resource for anyone studying the life and thought of Benjamin Wills Newton and Samuel Prideaux Tregelles. It contains much material on the early history of the Brethren movement, and is particularly useful for anyone wishing to understand the divisions among nineteenth century Brethren. It is an important resource for anyone studying the ideas of the early Brethren movement, or wanting to understand the roots of modern fundamentalist Christianity.

**System of arrangement**

The collection has been divided into three series:

- Notebooks
- Correspondence
- Printed items

The notebooks give very little information as to the origin of the notes and thus it has often been necessary to assign the name of the writer and purpose of the notes tentatively after examining the handwriting - hence the ubiquitous square brackets. In some cases it has been difficult to establish whether the notes are copies of original notes. The reader should therefore be aware of possible inaccurate assessments. The dates appended to the descriptions of the notebooks refer to the dates mentioned in them as dates of readings, conversations, etc., rather than to the compilation date. The list has not been arranged in chronological order since sometimes series of numbered volumes would interrupt such an order.
For the correspondence, headings have been assigned to the catalogue entries for the papers. These refer to the writer or other person referred to in the entry. Often the full name of the person is given in the heading though it has sometimes been assumed rather than given in full in the document. The letters have been arranged by correspondent and then in chronological order.

The printed items consist of a few miscellaneous items found among the papers.

**Archival history**

CBA 2248-2277d - These letters are addressed to Mrs. S.P. Tregelles and relate to the publishing of S.P. Tregelles's works after his death. It is not certain, therefore, whether Newton was in possession of these papers or whether they descended to A.C. Fry by another route.

CBA 6999-7188 - These papers were donated to the Archive by Mr. C.E. Fry of the Isle of Wight. Mr. Fry inherited them from his father, A.C. Fry. The route by which these papers, other than those of A.C. Fry himself, passed to A.C. Fry is a little hazy. Mr. C.E. Fry is under the impression that a certain Mr. Charles T. Walrond, a civil engineer of Holland Park, London, who was Newton's executor and publisher of his works was responsible for passing some material to A.C. Fry after 1935. [N.B. See correspondence of C.T. Walrond regarding the 'Tregelles Trust' of which he declares he is not a Trustee - F.W. was a Trustee until he renounced in favour of E.J. Burnett of Worthing, publisher of Newton's works in 1923 - CBA 7187(51).] It also seems that F.W. Wyatt was an executor for the estate left by B.W. Newton and that Newton's papers passed to F.W. Wyatt and then to A.C. Fry.

There is a thorough history of the collection published as 'Appendix A: The Fry Collection' in Timothy Stunt, *From Awakening to Secession: Radical Evangelicals in Switzerland and Britain 1815-35* (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 2000). Stunt consulted the Collection before it was donated to the Archive and produced a detailed list of its contents (a copy of which is available in the Archive, reference CBA 6998). Sadly, not all of the items listed found their way to the Archive, and Stunt outlines the missing content and surmises as to the possible causes of its loss.

**Immediate source of acquisition**

The collection was donated by Mr. C.E. Fry, son of A.C. Fry.

**Restrictions on access**

The collection is open to any accredited reader.

**Restrictions on use**

Photocopies and photographic copies can be supplied for private study purposes only, depending on the condition of the documents.
Prior written permission must be obtained from the Library for publication or reproduction of any material within the archive. Please contact the Head of Special Collections, John Rylands University Library, 150 Deansgate, Manchester M3 3EH, tel.: +44 (0)161 834 5343

**Other finding aids**

A catalogue of the Collection was produced by Susan M. Noble in 1984 (reference number CBA H3). The present catalogue has been produced to replace this with a modern ISAD(G) compliant catalogue.

**Related materials**

The John Rylands University Library also holds the papers of John Nelson Darby, which includes letters (and copies of letters) from Newton, along with notes and letters relating to the dispute between Darby and Newton.
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Reference code: CBA 6999a - CBA 7184 (excluding CBA 7179 - CBA 7183)

Notebooks

Dates of creation: 1815-1925
Extent: 186 items

Scope and Content

These notebooks contain what are probably original notes of B.W. Newton as well as many notes of lectures and reminiscences copied from the notes of Newton and others, or from personal conversations or readings with Newton. The transcribers were F.W. Wyatt, A.C. Fry, and others. Some indexes to the notebooks were compiled and are also listed below. There are also the Bible study notes, notes of readings and personal diaries of F.W. Wyatt, A.C. Fry and others.

System of arrangement

Organisation This series comprises 5 sub-series: Index Notebooks Notes on Doctrine and Bible Study Notes and diaries of F.W. Wyatt Notes of A.C. Fry Notes by other writers

Reference code: CBA 6999- CBA 7003

Index Notebooks

Dates of creation: 1846-1866
Extent: 5 Notebooks

Scope and content
The notebooks list the contents of other parts of the collection, notably the work of B.W. Newton and the correspondence of Newton and S.P. Tregelles.

Reference code: CBA 6999

Index notebook

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 22 pages

Scope and Content

Relating to miscellany book 7 (CBA 7055)

Reference code: CBA 7000

Index notebook

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 92 pages

Scope and Content

Compiled by F.W. Wyatt to works by B.W. Newton.

Reference code: CBA 7001

Index notebook

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 34 pages

Scope and Content

To Bible lectures given by B.W. Newton.

Reference code: CBA 7002

Index notebook

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 13 pages

Scope and Content
To letters of B.W. Newton, with note on Ps.5. 1825-1866.

Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7179-7182.

Reference code: CBA 7003

Preliminary index notebook

Dates of creation: 1846-1866
Extent: 84 pages

Scope and Content

To miscellany books 6-10 (CBA 7060-7064), with dates of letters of [S.P.] Tregelles.

Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7181-7182.

Reference code: CBA 7004 - CBA 7082A

Notes on doctrine and Bible study

Dates of creation: 1815-1899
Extent: 82 Notebooks

Scope and content

Notes on lectures, readings, sermons and conversations, mostly written or by B.W. Newton, predominantly on Biblical subjects. Copies of letters of Newton

Reference code: CBA 7004

Copies of letters

Dates of creation: [Pre-26 Jun 1899?]
Extent: 51 pages

Scope and Content

Enclosed: notes, no.1", [of lectures1].

Reference code: CBA 7005

Notes

Dates of creation: [Pre-26 Jun 1899?]
Extent: 37 pages

Scope and Content

[Of B.W. Newton for readings?] on Biblical subjects.

Reference code: CBA 7006

Notes

Dates of creation: [Pre-26 Jun 1899?]
Extent: 86 pages

Scope and Content

[Of B.W. Newton?] on Biblical subjects.

Reference code: CBA 7007

Notes

Dates of creation: 1896 and n.d.
Extent: 44+4 pages

Scope and Content

[Of B.W. Newton?] on Biblical subjects.
Enclosed: loose pages of notes [in another handwriting].

Reference code: CBA 7008

Notes

Dates of creation: [Pre-26 Jun 1899?]
Extent: 45 pages

Scope and Content
null
"No.1", [of lectures given by B.W. Newton] on Rev. 2,3; Heb. 9,10,6.

Reference code: CBA 7012

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1852-1868 and n.d.
Extent: 273 pages and 2 pages

Scope and Content

"No.2", [of lectures given by B.W. Newton] on Isa.

Reference code: CBA 7013

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1857-1876 and n.d.
Extent:

Scope and Content

"No.3", [of lectures given by B.W. Newton] on Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7014

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1855-1870 and n.d.
Extent: 232 pages and 2 pages

Scope and Content

"No.4", [of lectures given by B.W. Newton] on Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7015

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1876 and n.d.
Extent: 222 pages

Scope and Content

"No.5", [of lectures given by B.W. Newton] on Ps.
Reference code: CBA 7016

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1870, 1872 and n.d.
Extent: 226 and 2 pages

Scope and Content

"No.6", of lectures given by B.W. Newton on Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7017

Copies of notes

Dates of creation: 1856-1860 and n.d.
Extent: 250 pages

Scope and Content

"No.7", of lectures given by B.W. Newton on Biblical passages. Copied c. 1895.

Reference code: CBA 7018

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1877 and n.d.
Extent: 252 pages

Scope and Content

"No.8", [from lectures given by B.W. Newton] on Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7019

Copies of notes

Dates of creation: 1847, 1852 and n.d.
Extent: 231 pages and 1 page

Scope and Content

"No.9", from lectures given by B.W. Newton on Matt. 12-25 - some being copies of notes of M.C.F.
Reference code: CBA 7019a

Copies of notes

Dates of creation: 1858 and n.d.
Extent: 242 pages

Scope and Content

"No.10", [from lectures given by B.W. Newton], copies of letters of B.W. Newton and F.W. Wyatt.

Reference code: CBA 7020

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 18 Jan 1852 and n.d.
Extent: 254 pages and 1 page

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7021

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1896 and n.d.
Extent: 220 pages and 2 pages

Scope and Content

"No.12", [of lectures given by B.W. Newton], on Heb., Ex., Lev., John.

Reference code: CBA 7022

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1844-1889 and n.d.
Extent: [291] pages

Scope and Content

Reference code: CBA 7023

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1860
Extent: [219] pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7024

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1854-1896
Extent: [259] pages

Scope and Content

"No.15", of lectures [given by B.W. Newton] on Col., Heb.

Reference code: CBA 7025

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1856-1879 and n.d.
Extent: [280] pages

Scope and Content

"No.18", [of lectures given by B.W. Newton] on Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7026

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1868-1898 and n.d.
Extent: 252 pages

Scope and Content

"No.19", [of lectures given by B.W. Newton] on Biblical passages.
Reference code: CBA 7027

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1898 and n.d.
Extent: [96] pages

Scope and Content

"No.24", [of lectures given by B.W. Newton] on Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7028

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: [31] pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7029

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1851-1859 and n.d.
Extent: 260 pages and 1 page

Scope and Content

Of B.W.N[ewton] on Parliamentary Oaths Bill and Bible passages.

Reference code: CBA 7030

Copies of notes

Dates of creation: 1875 and n.d.
Extent: 178 pages

Scope and Content

Reference code: CBA 7031

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1853, 1870 and n.d.
Extent: 275 pages and 1 page

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7031a

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1888 and n.d.
Extent: [140] pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7032

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1856, 1858
Extent: 44 pages

Scope and Content

Of B.W. Newton on Lev.23 and Ex.30.

Reference code: CBA 7033

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 14 pages

Scope and Content

Reference code: CBA 7034

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 109 pages and 1 page

Scope and Content

[Of B.W. Newton] on Ps.

Reference code: CBA 7035

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 83 pages

Scope and Content

[Of B.W. Newton] on Ps.

Reference code: CBA 7036

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 6 pages

Scope and Content

[Of F.W. Wyatt?] of B.W. N[ewton]'s conversation when reading Ps.

Reference code: CBA 7037

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 25 pages

Scope and Content

Of C.G. [on lecture of] [B.W.] Newton on Ps.III.
Reference code: CBA 7038

[Copies] of 40 lectures and sermons

Dates of creation: 1858-1859
Extent: 156 pages and 2 pages

Scope and Content

Given by B.W. Newton on Isa.

Reference code: CBA 7039

Copies of [lectures]

Dates of creation: 1852-1870 and n.d.
Extent: 232 pages

Scope and Content

Given by B.W. N[ewton] on Isa. [Partly copied in 1926].

Reference code: CBA 7040

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 47 pages

Scope and Content

Of [B.W. Newton] on Hab.

Reference code: CBA 7041

[Copies] of lectures and letter

Dates of creation: 1847 and n.d.
Extent: 210 pages

Scope and Content

Reference code: CBA 7042

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1887 and n.d.
Extent: 168 p

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7043

[Copy] of notes

Dates of creation: 14 Mar 1847
Extent: 22 pages

Scope and Content

"No.4" of B.W. N[ewton] of an exposition of Matt. v. Appended: note: "read by L.D. September 1883".

Reference code: CBA 7044

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 109 pages

Scope and Content

Of lectures given by [B.W.] Newton on Rom. 4,5, 2 Pet., John 21. [Copied by Samuel Worrall?]?

Reference code: CBA 7045

Copy of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 15 pages

Scope and Content

Of lecture given by B.W. Newton on 1 Tim.II. Copied from notes by N.J. Heywood.
Reference code: CBA 7046

[Copy] of notes

Dates of creation: 1842
Extent: 15 pages

Scope and Content

Of B.W. N[ewton] on "Thoughts on death of Capt. Bird Allen".

Reference code: CBA 7047

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 6 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7048

Copies of letters

Dates of creation: 1896
Extent: 9 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7049

Copies of letters and recollections

Dates of creation: 1815-1899 and n.d.
Extent: 388 pages and 8 pages

Scope and Content
[Among papers] of B.W. Newton; notes on descent and family of B.W. Newton from copies made by F.W. Wyatt Copied by A.C. Fry. Introduction by A.C. Fry.

Reference code: CBA 7050

Copies of draft or protocol of a tract; letters and notes of lectures

Dates of creation: 1840-1895
Extent: 265 pages

Scope and Content

[Of B.W. Newton].

Reference code: CBA 7051

Copies of correspondence

Dates of creation: 1887
Extent: 39 pages

Scope and Content

Between C.Y. Biss and B.W. Newton regarding mesmerism. London and Orpington, Jun, Aug

Reference code: CBA 7052

Copies of correspondence, newspaper cuttings

Dates of creation: April-June 1887
Extent: 45 pages

Scope and Content

Between B.W. Newton and C.Y. Biss regarding mesmerism; newspaper cuttings on mesmerism.

Reference code: CBA 7053

Copy of notes
Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 57 pages

Scope and Content

Of B.W. Newton regarding ministry; Cor.

Reference code: CBA 7054

[Copies] of hymns; letter

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 40 pages

Scope and Content

Of B.W. Newton regarding ministry; notes [of B.W. Newton] on Ps.xxii.

Reference code: CBA 7055

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1877 and n.d.
Extent: 158 pages and 1 page

Scope and Content

Of lectures on Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7056

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 150 pages

Scope and Content

[Of B.W. Newton, S.P. Tregelles and others] on Biblical passages, hymns of Miss E.Wright.

Reference code: CBA 7057

Notes
**Dates of creation:** 1883  
**Extent:** 371 pages  

**Scope and Content**

"MSS 1", of conversations between F.W. W[yatt] and [B.W. Newton]. Enclosed: copy of proposed lexicon begun by B.W. Newton.

---

**Reference code:** CBA 7058  

**Notes**

**Dates of creation:** 1886 and n.d.  
**Extent:** 103 pages  

**Scope and Content**

"MSS 3", of addresses [given by B.W. Newton].

---

**Reference code:** CBA 7059  

**Notes**

**Dates of creation:** 1887-1893  
**Extent:** 125 pages  

**Scope and Content**

"MSS 4", of addresses [given by B.W. Newton] and recollections by F.W. W[yatt] of conversations with B.W. N[ewton].

---

**Reference code:** CBA 7060  

**Notes**

**Dates of creation:** 1881-1895  
**Extent:** 146 pages and 6 pages  

**Scope and Content**

"MSS 6", of conversations between F.[W]. W[yatt] and [B.W. Newton].

---

**Reference code:** CBA 7061
Notes

Dates of creation: 1893-1896 and n.d.
Extent: 159 pages

Scope and Content

"MSS 7", of conversations between F.W. Wyatt and B.W. Newton, copies of letters; [copies of notes of] addresses given by B.W. Newton; copies of notes from MS.

Reference code: CBA 7062

Notes

Dates of creation: 1896-1897
Extent: 152 pages

Scope and Content

"MSS 8", of conversations between F.W. Wyatt, Dr Dalzell and B.W. Newton, copies of letters of B.W. Newton.

Reference code: CBA 7063

Notes

Dates of creation: 1852-1899
Extent: 315 pages

Scope and Content

"MSS 9", of addresses given by B.W. Newton, copies of letters; notes of meetings with B.W. Newton.

Reference code: CBA 7064

Notes

Dates of creation: 1895-1898
Extent: 310 pages

Scope and Content

"MSS 10", of [meetings, with F.W. Wyatt, Dr Dalzell and Holland - led by B.W. Newton] and other miscellaneous notes.
Reference code: CBA 7065

Notes

Dates of creation: 1846-1899 and n.d.
Extent: 313 pages

Scope and Content

"MSS 11", of addresses [given by B.W. Newton], recollections [of B.W. N[ewton]; copy of letter of B.W. Newton, copy of notes of Miss Butcher; notes of conversation between [B.W. Newton] and F.W. W[yatt]; copy of letter of B.W. Newton to A.A. Rees of Sunderland.

Reference code: CBA 7066

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1828-1894 and n.d.
Extent: 308 pages

Scope and Content

"MSS 12", of meetings led by and addresses given by B.W. Newton; copies of letters of B.W. N[ewton]; copies of notes of recollections of B.W. Newton.

Reference code: CBA 7067

Notes

Dates of creation: 1885
Extent: 170 pages

Scope and Content

Of addresses and recollections of B.W. Newton.

Reference code: CBA 7068

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1898
Extent: 246 pages
Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7069

Notes of Bible lectures

Dates of creation: Post-1859
Extent: 195 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: damaged

Scope and Content

Given by B.W. Newton.

Reference code: CBA 7070

Notes

Dates of creation: 1849-1853
Extent: 90 pages

Scope and Content

Of Amy Jane Toulmin from J.[T?]s notes of readings of B.W. N[ewton]; copy of letter of Mr. Flukes to Miss Browne and other notes.

Reference code: CBA 7071

Copies of notes

Dates of creation: 1856, 1879 and n.d.
Extent: 47 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7072

[Copies] of notes
Dates of creation: 1857 and n.d.
Extent: 208 pages

Scope and Content

Of lectures' given by B.W. N[ewton] on Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7073

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1870-1871 and n.d.
Extent: 210 pages and 2 pages

Scope and Content

Of lectures given by B.W. N[ewton] on Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7074

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1855-1870
Extent: 199 pages

Scope and Content

Of lectures [given by B.W. Newton?] on Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7076

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1859
Extent: 38 pages

Scope and Content

[Of B.W. Newton?] on Isa. xi-xii.

Reference code: CBA 7077

[Copies] of notes
Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 55 pages

Scope and Content

[Of B.W. Newton?] on Zec.I-VII. [Copied 1902].

Reference code: CBA 7078

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 49 pages

Scope and Content

[Of B.W.Newton?] on Zec.VIII-X.

Reference code: CBA 7079

[Copies?] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 75 pages

Scope and Content

[Of B.W. Newton] on Zec.XI-XIV.

Reference code: CBA 7080

Notes of addresses

Dates of creation: 1858-1881 and n.d.
Extent: 115 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: damaged

Scope and Content

[Given by B.W. Newton?] on Biblical passages, heard by F.F.W[yatt]
, copy of letter to Mr. Bath.

Reference code: CBA 7081

[Copies] of notes
Dates of creation: 1859 and n.d.
Extent: 203 pages

Scope and Content

[Of B.W. Newton] on Rev. I-XIV.

Reference code: CBA 7082

Notes of lecture

Dates of creation: Mar 1882 and n.d.
Extent: 16 pages and 4 pages

Scope and Content


Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7154 below. [NB + 7082A – See Original]

Reference code: CBA 7082A

Notes of an address

Dates of creation: 1845
Extent: 39 pages

Scope and Content

on Phil. I by B.W. Newton, 31 December.

Reference code: CBA 7083 - CBA 7132

Notes and diaries of F.W. Wyatt

Dates of creation: 1871-1918
Extent: 50 items

Scope and content

Notes and copies of notes and letters by F.W. Wyatt on Biblical subjects. Diaries of Wyatt and annotated Biblical passages.
Reference code: CBA 7083

[Copy of] notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 93 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7084

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 18 pages

Scope and Content

Of F.W. Wyatt on atonement.

Reference code: CBA 7085

Copies of notes

Dates of creation: 1871-1911 and n.d.
Extent: 142 pages

Scope and Content

Of F.W. Wyatt on Biblical passages; copy of a letter of Miss Brooks - copied in part in 1904.

Reference code: CBA 7086

Notes

Dates of creation: 9 Nov 1918 and n.d.
Extent: 69 pages

Scope and Content

Reference code: CBA 7087

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 115 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7088

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 12 pages

Scope and Content

Of [F.W. Wyatt] on Ps.

Reference code: CBA 7089

Copies of notes

Dates of creation: 1912-1916 and n.d.
Extent: 105 pages, and 1 page

Scope and Content

Of lectures given by F.W. Wyatt on Ps.

Reference code: CBA 7090

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content
Of F.W. Wyatt on Ps.

Reference code: CBA 7091

Printed text

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 91 pages and 11 pages

Scope and Content

Of Proverbs (New Translation), with notes [of F.W. Wyatt].

Reference code: CBA 7092

Printed Hebrew text

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 144 pages

Scope and Content

Of Isaiah with notes [of F.W. Wyatt].

Reference code: CBA 7093

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 9 pages

Scope and Content

[Of F.W. Wyatt] on Joel, Nahum.

Reference code: CBA 7094

Notes

Dates of creation: 1904 and n.d.
Extent: 5 pages

Scope and Content

[Of F.W. Wyatt] on Obad., Hab.
Reference code: CBA 7095

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 9 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7096

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 7 pages and 8 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7097

Notes

Dates of creation: 1893 and n.d.
Extent: 48 pages and 26 pages

Scope and Content

Of F.W. Wyatt on Hab.. Enclosed: loose notes on Hab.

Reference code: CBA 7099

Copies of notes

Dates of creation: 1903 and n.d.
Extent: 36 pages

Scope and Content

Of F.W. Wyatt on Zech..
Reference code: CBA 7100

Printed text

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7101

Printed text

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 24 pages

Scope and Content

Of 1 Cor. 1-9, with notes of F.W. Wyatt.

Reference code: CBA 7102

Printed text

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 37 pages

Scope and Content

Of 1 Cor. 10-16 with notes [of F.W. Wyatt].

Reference code: CBA 7103

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 48 pages

Scope and Content

[Of F.W. Wyatt] on 1 Cor. 1-10.

Reference code: CBA 7104
Notes

Dates of creation: 1885 and n.d.
Extent: 50 pages

Scope and Content

[Of F.W. Wyatt] on 1 Cor. 10-16; notes on Bible.

Reference code: CBA 7105

Notes

Dates of creation: 1909 and n.d.
Extent: 58 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7106

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 25 pages

Scope and Content

Of F.W. Wyatt on Gal. and Num.

Reference code: CBA 7107

Notes

Dates of creation: 11 Feb 1909
Extent: 21 pages

Scope and Content

[Of F.W. Wyatt] on Rev. IV.

Reference code: CBA 7107a
Pages extracted from diary

**Dates of creation:** Nov, Dec 1895  
**Extent:** 11 pages  

**Scope and Content**  
Of [F.W. Wyatt].

Reference code: CBA 7108

Diary

**Dates of creation:** 1896  
**Extent:** 183 pages with omissions, and 6 pages

**Scope and Content**  
Of [F.W. Wyatt], enclosed: notes of [F.W. Wyatt].

Reference code: CBA 7109

Diary

**Dates of creation:** 1897  
**Extent:** [183, with omissions]

**Scope and Content**  
[Of F.W. Wyatt].

Reference code: CBA 7110

Diary

**Dates of creation:** 1898  
**Extent:** [184, with omissions]?

**Scope and Content**  
[Of F.W. Wyatt].

Reference code: CBA 7111

Diary
Dates of creation: 1899
Extent: 183 pages and 8 pages

Scope and Content
[Of F.W. Wyatt]. Enclosed: notes of [F.W. Wyatt]; letter of F.W. Wyatt to Mary [his wife].

Reference code: CBA 7112

Diary

Dates of creation: 1900
Extent: 183 pages, with omissions]

Scope and Content
[Of F.W. Wyatt].

Reference code: CBA 7113

[Copy] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 12 pages

Scope and Content
Of F.W. Wyatt on: "Israel's blessings".

Reference code: CBA 7114

Copy letter

Dates of creation: 1917 and n.d.
Extent: 2 pages and 2 pages

Scope and Content
Of F.W. Wyatt regarding the Apostles.

Enclosed: [copy] letter.

Reference code: CBA 7115
Notes

Dates of creation: 1901-1905
Extent: 76 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7116

Notes

Dates of creation: 1894-1903 and n.d.
Extent: 37 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7117

Copy of letter

Dates of creation: 1896
Extent: 52 pages

Scope and Content

Of F.W. Wyatt to [B.W.] Newton; notes on Biblical passages; notes of writings of others.

Reference code: CBA 7118

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 129 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: damaged

Scope and Content

Of F.W. Wyatt on Acts I-XI.
Reference code: CBA 7119

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 75 pages

Scope and Content

[Of F.W. Wyatt?] on Acts XII-XVI.

Reference code: CBA 7120

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 80 pages

Scope and Content

[Of F.W. Wyatt?] on Acts XVII-XX.

Reference code: CBA 7121

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1904 and n.d.
Extent: 80 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7122

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 31 pages

Scope and Content

[Of F.W. Wyatt?] on Acts XXVII-XXVIII.
Reference code: CBA 7123

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 15 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7124

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 117 pages and 5 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7125

[Copy] of notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 28 pages

Scope and Content

[Of F.W. Wyatt? from lecture given by Mr Bath] on Jonah.

Reference code: CBA 7126

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 36 pages

Scope and Content

[Of F.W. Wyatt?] on expiation.
Reference code: CBA 7127

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 21 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7128

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 136 pages

Scope and Content

[Of F.W. Wyatt?] on Biblical subjects.

Reference code: CBA 7129

Printed Book with notes

Dates of creation: 1917 and n.d.
Extent: 66 pages and 38 pages

Scope and Content

*The Book of the Prophet Isaiah* with extensive loose leaf notes throughout [of F.W. Wyatt?).

Reference code: CBA 7130

Exercise Book and loose leaf notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 70 pages and 10 pages

Scope and Content

Reference code: CBA 7131

Printed Book with annotations

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 63 pages

Scope and Content

The Gospel According to St. John with text on one side and lined paper on the other. Annotated throughout [by F.W. Wyatt?].

Reference code: CBA 7132

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 135 pages

Scope and Content

Of [F.W. Wyatt?] on Biblical passage.

Reference code: CBA 7133 - CBA 7183

Notes of A.C. Fry

Dates of creation: 1878-1925
Extent: 27 items

Scope and content

Notes of A.C. Fry, mostly on Biblical passages, and copies of Fry's correspondence. Copies of hymns and diary, possibly of A.C. Fry.

Reference code: CBA 7133

Notes

Dates of creation: 1911-1913 and n.d.
Extent: 34 pages

Scope and Content

[Of A.C. Fry?] on Biblical passages.
Enclosed: loose notes.

**Reference code:** CBA 7134

**Notes**

**Dates of creation:** 1911, 1912  
**Extent:** 30 pages and 13 pages

**Scope and Content**

[Of A.C. Fry?] on Biblical passages.

Enclosed: loose notes.

**Reference code:** CBA 7135

**Notes**

**Dates of creation:** 1911  
**Extent:** 25 pages

**Scope and Content**

[Of A.C. Fry?] on Biblical passages.

**Reference code:** CBA 7136

**Notes**

**Dates of creation:** 1912  
**Extent:** 19 pages

**Scope and Content**

[Of A.C. Fry?] on Biblical passages.

**Reference code:** CBA 7137

**Notes**

**Dates of creation:** 1912  
**Extent:** 38 pages

**Scope and Content**
[Of A.C. Fry?] on Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7138

Notes

Dates of creation: 1912, 1913
Extent: 23 pages

Scope and Content

[Of A.C. Fry?] on Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7139

Notes

Dates of creation: 1914
Extent: 6 pages

Scope and Content

Of A.C. Fry on Scripture.

Reference code: CBA 7140

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 27 pages

Scope and Content

Of A.C. Fry on: "Headings to Psalms".

Reference code: CBA 7141

Notes

Dates of creation: 28 Sep 1899
Extent: 16 pages

Scope and Content

Of Alfred Charles Fry on: "Parables of Matt.13".
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference code</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Dates of creation</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Physical Condition</th>
<th>Scope and Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBA 7142</td>
<td></td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>35 pages</td>
<td>damaged</td>
<td>Of Alfred Charles Fry on Heb. 2 Nov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA 7145</td>
<td></td>
<td>1906 and n.d.</td>
<td>84 pages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Of Alfred Charles Fry on: "persons visited to whom I could read and pray"; notes on Cor.; notes on: "The old and New Creations and the Lord's Day".

Reference code: CBA 7146

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 58 pages

Scope and Content

Of Alfred C. Fry on Lev.

Reference code: CBA 7147

Notes

Dates of creation: 1 Nov 1901
Extent: 22 pages

Scope and Content

Of Alfred Charles Fry on: "Popish Ornaments etc explained".

Reference code: CBA 7148

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 45 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: damaged

Scope and Content

Of A.C. Fry on: "The seventy Hebdomads".

Reference code: CBA 7149

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 36 pages
Scope and Content

Of A.C. Fry on "subjects for meetings".

Reference code: CBA 7150

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 40 pages

Scope and Content

[Of A.C. Fry?] on [the Tabernacle].

Reference code: CBA 7151

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 11 pages

Scope and Content

[Of A.C. Fry?] on the Tabernacle.

Reference code: CBA 7152

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 19 pages

Scope and Content

Of A.C. Fry on Scriptural subjects.

Reference code: CBA 7153

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 64 pages
Scope and Content
[Of A.C. Fry?] on: "the Consecration of the Priests".

Reference code: CBA 7154

Copies

Dates of creation: 1878 and n.d.
Extent: 41 pages and 2 pages

Scope and Content
[Of A.C.Fry?] of hymns; notes on prophecy; copy of letter of B.W. Newton.

Enclosed: copy of letter [incomplete].

Reference code: CBA 7155

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 37 pages

Scope and Content
Of [A.C. Fry?] on Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7156

Diary

Dates of creation: Apr-Nov 1892
Extent: 101 pages

Scope and Content
Of [A.C. Fry?): continuation of colporteur work for B.W. Newton; other notes.

Reference code: CBA 7157

Notes
Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 17 pages

Scope and Content

Of A.C. Fry on Scripture.

Reference code: CBA 7158

Notes

Dates of creation: 1891 and n.d.
Extent: 84 pages

Scope and Content

Of A.C. Fry regarding his grandfather; notes for readings.

Reference code: CBA 7183

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 62 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: damaged

Scope and Content


Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7110 and CBA 7185.

Reference code: CBA 7159 - CBA 7184 (excluding CBA 7179 - CBA 7183)

Notes by other writers

Dates of creation: 1820-1902
Extent: 22 items

Scope and content

Notes, copies of notes, annotated Bible passages, and hymns by various authors.
**Reference code:** CBA 7159  
**Dates of creation:** 1902 and n.d.  
**Extent:** 11 pages

**Scope and Content**

Copy of letter of J.A. Seyler to Dr Knapp; notes on definition of Greek [New Testament] words.

---

**Reference code:** CBA 7160

**Copies**

**Dates of creation:** 1820  
**Extent:** 65 pages

**Scope and Content**


---

**Reference code:** CBA 7161

**Notes**

**Dates of creation:** n.d.  
**Extent:** 115 pages

**Scope and Content**

Of [J. Woolgar?] on chronology.

---

**Reference code:** CBA 7162

**Printed Book**

**Dates of creation:** n.d.  
**Extent:** 130 pages

**Scope and Content**

Reference code: CBA 7162a

[Copies] of notes

Dates of creation: 1888 and n.d.
Extent: 74 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: damaged

Scope and Content

Of Dr. B.I.W. [and others?] on Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7163

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 23 pages

Scope and Content

"Is Abraham to be excluded from the Church of God in glory?".

Reference code: CBA 7164

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 23 pages
Language: Written in Armenian.

Scope and Content

Content unknown.

Reference code: CBA 7165

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 54 pages
Scope and Content
On Alexander the Great.
Reference code: CBA 7166

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 18 pages

Scope and Content

On atonement; the meaning of the word Church.

Reference code: CBA 7167

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 114 pages

Scope and Content

On: "Scripture Rains"; "order of events connected with the appearing of Christ"; Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7168

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 58 pages

Scope and Content

On Greek text of Gospel according to St. John.

Reference code: CBA 7169

Book [????]

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 58 pages

Scope and Content

Hebrew text of Isa., with notes.
Reference code: CBA 7170

Book [????]

Dates of creation: 1858  
Extent: 204 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7171

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.  
Extent: 37 pages

Scope and Content

On Greek text of Gospel according to St.John.

Reference code: CBA 7172

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.  
Extent: 22 pages

Scope and Content

On Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7173

[Copies]

Dates of creation: n.d.  
Extent: 20 pages

Scope and Content

Of hymns.
Reference code: CBA 7174

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 22 pages

Scope and Content

"An Explanation of what is now often spoken of as the Pearl Testimony".

Reference code: CBA 7175

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 37 pages

Scope and Content

Of Mr. Evans on shorthand and English, Latin, Greek and Hebrew grammar

Reference code: CBA 7176

Printed

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 17 pages

Scope and Content

Thess., with annotation.

Reference code: CBA 7177

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 267 pages

Scope and Content

On Biblical passages.
Reference code: CBA 7178

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 272 pages

Scope and Content

On Biblical passages.

Reference code: CBA 7184

Notes of a sermon

Dates of creation: [1893]
Extent: 9 pages

Scope and Content

LYNN (John Hunt) notes, sermon preached in Zion Chapel, New Cross, by Mr. J.H. Lynn (Pastor) on Sunday evening, May 14th 1893, with special reference to the death of Miss M. Collins.

Reference code: CBA 7179(1) - CBA 7182 (19), and CBA 7185 - CBA 7187(53), and CBA 2248 - CBA 2277 (D)

Correspondence

Dates of creation: 1827-1938
Extent: 297 items

Scope and Content

This series contains correspondence relating to the beliefs, doctrines and attitudes of Benjamin Wills Newton, including the letters between him and John Nelson Darby which helped to define the nature of the early Brethren movement.

There is correspondence relating to the work and the affairs of S.P. Tregelles, along with notes on Biblical subjects.

Organisation

The series comprises 9 subseries:

- Letters of Newton to his mother and aunt
Letters relating to the conflict between J.N. Darby and B.W. Newton
Letters of S.P. Tregelles and S.A. Tregelles to Newton
Letters to Mrs. S.P. Tregelles
Letters to and from Newton and S.A. Tregelles
Notes on Biblical subjects and pencil drawings
Letters and copies formerly belonging to Wyatt and Fry, copy of Newton's letter and papers of F.W. Wyatt
Letters of A.C. Fry
Other notes and letters

Reference code: CBA 7179(1) - CBA 7179(13)

Letters of Newton to his mother and aunt

Dates of creation: 1827-1830
Extent: 13 letters

Scope and content

The subject matter of these letters concerns: Newton's studies in Oxford, his beliefs, references to H.B. Bulteel and others in Oxford, people in Plymouth, recommending reading to his mother and Amy [Jane Toulmin - his cousin], criticism of the Church of England and the Society of Friends.

Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7049 - a notebook of letters transcribed by A.C. Fry.

Reference code: CBA 7179(1)

Letter

Dates of creation: 23 Apr 1827
Extent: 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: sealing wax, postmarked, fragile

Scope and Content

From B.W. Newton to his mother at Plymouth: stating his belief that her poor health is due to anxiety about Newton's success in life; exertions towards his first class; thanking her for papers reporting Dr. Hawker's death and funeral and extracts from Miss S. Graham's letter; "conclusions" reached by Miss Howard; quoting from passage referring to the "mystery" of St. Paul; his visit to [Henry?] and describing parish of South Newington; his getting pupils; [F.W.] Newman; asking his mother to bear the expense a little longer; Clarke's postponement of his examination; Mr. B's departure for London to be
instituted by the Bishop of Chester; requesting news about T. Stewart; sending regards to Aunt, Granny and Amy [Jane Toulmin]; requesting to know if Aunt is reading Dr. Hawker.

Dated at Oxford.

Reference code: CBA 7179(2)

Letter

Dates of creation: 26 Aug 1827
Extent: 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: sealing wax, postmarked.

Scope and Content

From B.W. Newton to his mother at Plymouth: expressing disappointment that [H.B.] Bulteel failed to collect the parcel from her and his general lack of attention to civilities: requesting that the cream be sent; Newton's abandoned ideas of going up in October; apparent difficulty in attaining a first but faith in God's care over him; example of faith of H. Martyn.

Dated at Oxford.

Reference code: CBA 7179(3)

Letter

Dates of creation: 3 Sep 1827
Extent: 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: sealing wax, postmarked, fragile

Scope and Content

From B.W. Newton to his mother at Plymouth: expressing sorrow that he is causing her uneasiness; her reading H. Martyn's life and recommending that she read his sermon on "St. Paul's Salutation of True Christians" which describes Newton's own feelings as also those of Newton, Scott, Adam and Leighton; J. Hawker, Mr. Triggs, [H.B.] Bulteel; assuring her that he will [not] attach himself to a party; hopes to earn a good income; recounting substance of H. Martyn's sermon; recommending her to read Scott's Force of Truth; Dr. Blackman, C. Fox and Dr. Kingston; Bulteel lending money to Harris.

Dated at Oxford.
Reference code: CBA 7179(4)

Letter

Dates of creation: 22 Sep 1827
Extent: 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: sealing wax, postmarked, fragile.

Scope and Content

From B.W. Newton to his mother at Plymouth: chastising her for not writing on the usual day; conversation with [Lys?] while writing; [H.B.] Bulteel's reading of prayers in the morning and Bisse of Worcester College in the evening; Dr. Blackman; Anna; his pleasure in reading Divinity, Hebrew, Luther and the Bible; Aunt's loss of her sweetheart; commenting on how Apostolic the Church of England would be if its members and pastors believed the articles by which they professed to be guided and bemoaning change from earlier days; his hard work; support from God; recommending book called: *A Bishop of the Fifteenth Century* which she may borrow from Miss Smith; Aunt Cole.

Dated at Oxford.

Reference code: CBA 7179(5)

Letter

Dates of creation: 30 Dec 1827
Extent: 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: sealing wax, postmarked

Scope and Content

From B.W. Newton to his mother at Plymouth: thanking her for money; requesting to know about Clarke's visit; his pleasure that she and Amy [Jane Toulmin] have been to the church on the hill and left the Quaker meeting; confidence in God's ministers such as [H.B.] Bulteel; criticism that the Friends do not have the knowledge of God; recounting "the steps by which I have arrived at the blessed Truth" including his separation from the Friends, preaching of [Rev. T.] Byrth [of Diptford], acquaintance with [H.B.] Bulteel, his reading of a book by H. Abbott on the principles of the Friends and his sudden conversion.

Dated at Oxford.

Reference code: CBA 7179(6)
Letter

Dates of creation: 28 Apr 1829
Extent: 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: sealing wax, postmarked

Scope and Content

From B.W.N. to his mother at Plymouth: regarding Newton's proposal to go to Calcutta; comments on the cold weather; his bad cold; referring to letters written by Newton to The Record regarding The London Review and opinion of Mr. Sibthorpe; choice of Newton's works for Amy [Jane Toulmin]; requesting to know whether Boye's Bible is approved of among [those at Plymouth] as was recommended by Mr. Rosden; Mr. Lampen calling Newton "Dissenter" for not supporting "that Society" [i.e. the Friends?].

Dated at Oxford.

Reference code: CBA 7179(7)

Letter

Dates of creation: 23 May 1829
Extent: 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: sealing wax, postmarked

Scope and Content

From B.W.N. to his mother at Plymouth: referring to his full days; plans for the long vacation; his aunt's health; election at Oxford; debt owing to Uncle Fox; stipend for Mary Coplestone; [H.B.] Bulteel; thanks for paper containing Mr. Hawker's letter; willingness to substitute [book by] Milner for [one by] Newton for Amy [Jane Toulmin]; thoughts on Amy's faith; sending love to Jane, Dr. Blackman and H. Abbott.

Dated at Oxford.

Reference code: CBA 7179(8)

Letter

Dates of creation: 19 Jun 1829
Extent: 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: sealing wax, postmarked

Scope and Content
From B.W. Newton to his mother at Plymouth: approving her plans; stipulating time for reading during the long vacation; plans for journey in N. Devon; sending love to aunt and grandmother.

Appended: date he leaves Oxford.

Dated at [Oxford].

Reference code: CBA 7179(9)

Letter

Dates of creation: 22 Apr 1830
Extent: 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: sealing wax, postmarked

Scope and Content

From B.W. Newton to his mother at Plymouth: describing his visit to Mary and S.L. 1, at Woodgreen; his writing a petition to both Houses of Parliament to be signed by members of the University condemning West Indian slavery; wish that his mother and Amy [Toulmin] would visit [Mary] and S.L. 1; recommending that Amy read Stories from Church History; R. Eddy; plans of [H.B.] Bulteel to visit [Plymouth]; referring to story regarding Mr. Hatchard's child; remembrance to Mr. Carre; pleasure at hearing of plans for regular distribution of tracts [in Plymouth]; referring to "setting up poor Thomas of Prior Park"; pleasure at seeing R. Adair; sending love to Aunt, Grandmother and Amy [Jane Toulmin].

Appended: hopes to send remittance to help clear his debts at Plymouth.

Dated at Oxford.

Reference code: CBA 7179(10)

Letter

Dates of creation: 24 Ju. [June?/July?] 1830
Extent: 3 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: sealing wax, postmarked

Scope and Content

From B.W. Newton to his mother at Plymouth: expressing sorrow at hearing of death of one of [his grandmother Treffry]; presence of
[H.B.] Bulteel at her death; request to know how Aunt is; sends love to Amy [Jane Toulmin].

Appended: his hopes to go [to Plymouth].

Dated at Oxford.

Reference code: CBA 7179(11)

Letter

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From B.W.N. to his mother: warning against present evil in the world; referring to Amy [Jane Toulmin]; requesting that his mother sell some Christian Witness and circulate some of his tracts; questioning whether she is going to Penzance.

Appended: thoughts about Uncle John's voyage to Quebec.

Reference code: CBA 7179(12)

Letter

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From B.W.N. to his mother: referring to her journey and urging her to find out the feelings of Christians "there"; comments on privilege to try to arouse people; necessity to search the Scriptures for explanation of mysteries; referring to writing to John [in Canada]; sending love to Uncle, Aunt and Mariam.

Reference code: CBA 7179(13)

Letter

Dates of creation: 8 Apr 1829
Extent: 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: sealing wax, postmarked
Scope and Content

From B.W. Newton to his aunt, E. Treffry at Plymouth: referring to the *Treasury* he sent; thoughts on the minister's duty; the New Covenant; requesting to know whether she wants him to go to her in the vacation instead of his going to Bushey; plans for the long vacation; sending love to his mother, Grandmother and Amy [Jane Toulmin]; commenting on shirts sent.

Dated at [Oxford].

Reference code: CBA7180(1) - CBA 7180(41)

Letters between J.N. Darby and B.W. Newton

Dates of creation: 1840-1847
Extent: 45 letters

Scope and content

Letters relating to the conflict between J.N. Darby and B.W. Newton

Related Units of Description

See also - CBA 5625(20) - a notebook of account of what passed at Plymouth relative to [B.W.] Newton as told by Mr. Soltau...1866 and CBA 7049 - a notebook of letters transcribed by A.C. Fry.

Reference code: CBA 7180(1)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: [c. 1840-1841?]
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From J.N.Darby to B.W. Newton: criticizing letters of Newton and his papers in *The Christian Witness* and urging that the [letters] are not circulated; Newton receiving painful letters from others; assuring Newton of his affection.

Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7180(2)
Reference code: CBA 7180(2)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: [c. 1840-1841?]
Extent: 7 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: several pages missing

Scope and Content

[Copy] of letter from B.W. Newton to [J.N.Darby]: assuring him of his affection, but expressing feelings of grief at his criticism of Newton's papers; difference of opinion between [Darby] and Newton; referring to [J.L.] Harris; [J.G.] Bellett.

Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7180(1).

Reference code: CBA 7180(3)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: [c. 1840-1841?]
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7180(4)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 30 Mar 1845
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7180(5)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: [Post-Apr 1845]
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

[Draft/copy?] letter from B.W.N. to [C.] McAdam: thanking him for writing; referring to [J.N.] Darby's visit to [Plymouth] and his opinion of Darby's antagonism towards brethren at Plymouth and N[ewton] personally regarding his book on the Apocalypse; expressing wish that brethren with whom he has been associated would express their judgement openly to Darby.

Appended: note of A.J.T. Toulmin regarding date of letter.

Reference code: CBA 7180(6)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 1 Apr 1845
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

Copy of letter from B.W. Newton to J.N. Darby: admitting mistaken supposition that Darby intended to be antagonistic in his letter to [J.L.] Harris and in the manner of his visit to Plymouth; expressing wish to meet "as of old".

Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7180(9-14), 5540(204).

Reference code: CBA 7180(7)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: [Apr 1845]
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content
From J.N. Darby to B.W. Newton: thanking him for note; referring to [J.L.] Harris and [J.E.] Batten; expressing bewilderment at Newton's suggestion that D[arby] had adopted "an antagonistic position" and querying whom he meant by "us here"; charging Newton with acting badly towards many brethren; denying personal hostility to Newton; stating that differences of interpretation on points of Scripture may be "comparatively immaterial".

**Related Units of Description**

See also CBA 7180(8), (10-14).

**Reference code:** CBA 7180(8)

**Photocopy of letter**

**Dates of creation:** 4 Apr 1845  
**Extent:** 3 pages  
**Scope and Content**

Copy of letter from B.W. Newton to [J.N. Darby]: explaining whom he meant by "us" and why brethren at Plymouth should conclude that [Darby] disapproved of them; requesting that [Darby] furnish him with names and circumstances which imply that Newton has acted badly toward brethren; objecting to [Darby]'s inadequate estimate of the nature of differences between them; withdrawing [conciliatory] tone of his first letter.

Dated at Plymouth.

**Related Units of Description**

See also CBA 7180(8-9), (11-14), 5540(203).

**Reference code:** CBA 7180(9)

**Photocopy of letter**

**Dates of creation:** [April 1845]  
**Extent:** 4 pages  
**Scope and Content**

From J.N. Darby to B.W. Newton: refusing to enter into a paper controversy; referring to his visit to Plymouth; offering to explain his attitude to Newton to interested brethren.
Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7180(8-10), (12-14).

Reference code: CBA 7180(10)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: [April 1845]
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

[Copy?] of letter from B[enjamin] W[ills] N[ewton] to J.N. Darby: objecting to Darby's suggestion that N[ewton] assemble the brethren in order to be accused before them by Darby and pressing Darby to tell him the reasons for his hostility toward him.

Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7180(8-12),(13-14), 5540(202).

Reference code: CBA 7180(11)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: [Apr 1845]
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From J.N. Darby to B.W. Newton: stating his objection to Newton's efforts to form a sect and denouncing opinions of others: refusing further communication on the subject.

Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7180(8-12),(14).

Reference code: CBA 7180(12)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: [Apr 1845]
Extent: 2 pages
Scope and Content

Copy of letter from B.W. Newton to J.N. Darby: stating that Darby's last note contains a new charge that Newton has tried to form a new sect; requesting that Darby supply particulars or withdraw the charge.

Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7180(8-13), 5540(201).

Reference code: CBA 7180(13)

Photocopy of Letter and attachment

Dates of creation: 18 Apr 1845
Extent: 4 pages and 4 pages

Scope and Content

Copy of letter from B.W. Newton to [J.Clulow]: giving substance of what he said at a recent meeting regarding charges against him of trying to form a sect and denouncing opinions of others.

Attached: statement of belief of B.W. Newton.

Reference code: CBA 7180(14)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 8 Oct 1845
Extent: 8 pages

Scope and Content

From J.L. Harris to [B.W. Newton]: announcing that he does not intend to return to Plymouth to resume ministry; William Haydon's news of proposed alteration in the Diaconal department; Mary Smith and her lover; referring to [H.W.] Soltau.

Dated at Linton.

Reference code: CBA 7180(15)

Photocopy of letter
Dates of creation: [Oct 1845]
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

[Copy/draft?] of letter from B.W.Newton to [J.L. Harris]: expressing sorrow at rift between them; judging [J.N.] Darby's visit to Plymouth to have been "of Satan"; stating that he would have left Plymouth if he had not "believed the whole system of Divine Truth to be affected by the system promulgated by Mr. Darby"; belief that the questions are not local but affect the whole Church of God; referring to Newton's wife and to Mrs. Harris.

Appended: annotation in another hand.

Reference code: CBA 7180(16)

Bundle [????] of photocopied letters

Dates of creation:
Extent: 4 letters, 14 pages

Scope and Content

PARNELL (John Vesey) Baron Congleton, WALKER (George F.), MOSELEY (John), COCKWORTHY (F C ), DARBY (John Nelson)

Reference code: CBA 7180(16)(1)

Copy of letter

Dates of creation: 26 Nov 1845
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From [Baron] Congleton, G. Walker, J. Moseley and F.C. Cockworthy to J.N. Darby: requesting on behalf of [B.W.] Newton that brethren be nominated to enquire into charges made by Darby at a meeting in Ebrington St. regarding Newton's moral character; list of charges as understood;

Dated at Plymouth

Reference code: CBA 7180(16)(2)
Copy of letter

Dates of creation: [1845]
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From J.N. Darby to Baron Congleton, G. Walker, J. Moseley and F.C. Cockworthy: [replying to letter]: stating unwillingness to let brethren review his statements [about Newton] since "it is a matter of conscience before God"; denying accuracy of his statements as understood by them; willingness to state his views to them.;

Appended: suggesting that Newton act according to the Scripture rule: P.S.: suggesting that they enquire about Darby's statements from those present at the meeting. Addressed to J. Moseley at Mr. Clulow's

received 27 Nov [1845]

Reference code: CBA 7180(16)(3)

Copy of letter

Dates of creation: 28 Nov 1845
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From G. Walker, J. Moseley, [Baron] Congleton and F.C. Cockworthy to J.N. Darby, replying to letter: disagreeing with Darby's contention that his charges against Newton's moral character were a matter to be referred only to the "Church of God";

Dated at Plymouth

Reference code: CBA 7180(16)(4)

Photocopy of copy of letter

Dates of creation: Nov 1845
Extent: 5 pages

Scope and Content
From J.N. Darby to Baron [Congleton], G.[F.] Walker; J. Moseley and F.C. Cockworthy replying to letter: objecting that none of them had personal knowledge of the grounds of Darby's charges against Newton; requesting to be enabled to copy his original letter; referring to [J.L.] Harris and [C.] McAdam; stating that he would evade no longer.

Reference code: CBA 7180(17)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 12 Dec 1845
Extent: 1 page.

Scope and Content

[Copy of?] letter [incomplete from W.G. Rhind] to [B.W. Newton] declaring support in face of the accusations against Newton.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7180(18)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 14 Dec 1845
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7180(19)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: [Post-28 Dec 1845?]
Extent: 5 pages

Scope and Content
Copy of letter [incomplete] from B.W. Newton: referring to attempt by some to interfere with work of brethren cooperating with Newton; the ministerial question; secession of saints at Raleigh St. Appended: note that letter was copied for Amy Jane [Toulmin].

Reference code: CBA 7180(20)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 30 Dec 1845
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7180(21)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 31 Dec 1845
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

[Copy?] of letter from George F. Walker to "brethren": expressing belief that [J.N.] Darby's charges against [B.W.] Newton were unfounded.

Appended: annotation in another hand.

Dated at Teignmouth.

Reference code: CBA 7180(22)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 1 Jan 1846
Extent: 6 pages
Scope and Content


Appended: annotation in another hand.

Dated at Exmouth.

Reference code: CBA 7180(23)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 2 Jan 1845 [sic, ? for 1846]
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content


Appended: annotation in another hand.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7180(24)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 5 Jan 1846
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content


Appended: annotation in another hand.

Dated at Regents Park.

Reference code: CBA 7180(25)
Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: [1846?]
Extent: 7 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7180(26)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: [1846-1847?] Extent: 10 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7180(27)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 19 Jan[1846]
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content


Appended: annotation in another hand.

Reference code: CBA 7180(28)
Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: [20 Mar 1846?]
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From B.W. Newton to a "brother": complaining that the investigation [regarding the conflict between J.N. Darby and Newton] has been planned without thought of Scriptural guidance; offering to answer enquiries on paper.

Appended: "Reply to the summons from Rawstorne St...." in another hand.

Reference code: CBA 7180(29)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 4 Apr 1846
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

Copy of letter from [Baron]- Congleton to William Berger at Clapton: referring to letter of Berger in the "negative" about a proposed meeting being "open to investigation of the Plymouth matter" with reference to [E.] Cronin saying the same; declining invitation to meet [J.N.] Darby and [G.V.] Wigram because of Darby's defamation of [B.W. Newton].

Dated at Brighton.

Reference code: CBA 7180(30)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 29 Sep 1846
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

Copy of letter [incomplete?] from [W.G.] Rhind to [H.W.] Soltau : criticising J.N. Darby's conduct relating to B.W. Newton with reference to [J.L.] Harris; referring to Rhind's remarks at Ebrington St. in Dec 1845; declining invitation to the opening of the "Sailor's Ark".

Dated at Ross.
Appended: annotation in another hand.

Reference code: CBA 7180(31)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 2 Jan 1847
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From [H] Riach to [B.W.] Newton: confirming that [J.N.] Darby did charge Newton with untruthfulness regarding the appendix to his "five letters" at the Ebrington St. meeting on 17 Nov 1845.

Appended: annotation in another hand.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7180(32)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 18 Jan 1847
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From G.T. Treffry to Amy Toulmin at Plymouth: announcing that he has sent a copy of the "Remonstrance" and the "Correspondence" to several persons which has caused offence requesting copies of S.P. T[regelle]s's letter; referring to note T[reffry] sent to [C.] McAdam; Mrs. Roger's and Mrs. Turner's approval of the "Correspondence" and "Remonstrance"; [H.W.] Soltau not having his own way; forthcoming meetings; Mr. Woodman's promised antidote to the "Remonstrance"; referring to [J.L.] Harris and C[ousin] B[enjamin Newton].

Dated at Exeter.

Reference code: CBA 7180(33)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 25 Jan 1847
Extent: 4 pages
Scope and Content

[Copy/draft?] letter [incomplete] from B.W. Newton to a "sister" replying to note: declaring the falsity of charges in the "narrative of facts"; referring to conversation between Newton's mother and Sir A. Campbell relating to [J.N.] Darby's charges.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7180(34)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 30 Jan 1847
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at [Plymouth].

Reference code: CBA 7180(35)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 7 May 1847
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7180(36)

Photocopy of letter
Dates of creation: 11 Jun 1847
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Exeter.

Reference code: CBA 7180(37)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 25 Jun 1847
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From George Treffry to C[ousin] B[enjamin W. Newton]: regarding meeting with Messrs. [C. McAdam, Woodman, Owen, Ord, Freeman and others on possible printing of notes of [lecture of Newton]; Owen's remarks on paper by [Newton] in Christian Witness of 1838; referring to Aldous; satisfaction of persons at reading meeting with [Newton's] explanation with reference to Rev. Cornish; incident when Treffry refused Owen's hand; hope that Newton will go to [Exeter] to lecture; the Darbyists; sending love to aunt.

Dated at Exeter.

Reference code: CBA 7180(38)

Photocopy of letter

Dates of creation: 7 Dec 1847
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

Copy of letter from B.W. Newton to Mr. Treby: assuring him of his belief in the "perfect and entire holiness of Christ".

Dated at Plymouth.
From [Amy Jane] Toulmin to her "cousin": reporting that cousin Newton's letters regarding lodgings were unsatisfactory and that she intends travelling to Liskeard; objections to [R.C.] Chapman's lodging due to a recent death and other reasons; conversation with [H.W.] Soltau.

Appended: note that they went to Liskeard on 14 Dec

From B.W. Newton to [S.P. Tregelles]: requesting that he report to others on the real meaning of his doctrines.

Letters of S.P. Tregelles and S.A. Tregelles to Newton

Dates of creation: 1856-1882
Extent: 123 letters and miscellaneous envelopes

Scope and content

The subject matter of these letters concerns: textual criticism of New Testament MSS and business matters regarding S.P. Tregelles's edition of the Greek New Testament, progress of S.P. Tregelles's work, S.P. Tregelles's financial affairs, position of Christians in Spain, general news of various people, demise of Compton St. Chapel in Plymouth, reference to "Brethrenites" and family news. There was apparently much lending of letters to each other and frequent worrying over the ill-health of S.P. Tregelles and B.W. Newton. S.P. Tregelles was paralysed by a stroke towards the end of 1870; his wife, Sarah Anna, then wrote all his letters on his behalf.

Reference code: CBA 7181(1)

Letter

Dates of creation: 10 Feb 1856
Extent: 3 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: sealing wax, postmarked

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to B.W. Newton at St. John's Wood, London; referring to enclosed letters [not present] of Dr. E. Smith of Beirut [spelt "Beyroot" in the letter] and of the secretary of the Turkish missions aid; need for a good Arabic New Testament; possibility of Dr. S. having the "sheets"; enclosed letter [not present] of Mr. Blackader.

Attached: envelope with postage stamps.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(2)

Letter

Dates of creation: 8 Mar 1856
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content
From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: regarding Greek text of Phil.ii:15; news that he has sent much of the copy of St. Mark to the printer; dismay at the huge task in copying and rearranging the text; pleasure at hearing that [Newton's] notes on Romans are progressing.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(3)

Letter

Dates of creation: 24 Mar 1856
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: regarding Greek text of Rom.i:29; assuring [Newton] of his willingness to comment on such points; Tregelles's progress with St.Mark and the difficulty of conflicting readings; sending love to Mrs. Newton, Miss Hawkins, [Newton's] mother and Miss [A.J.] Toulmin from Sarah Anna and himself.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(4)

Letter

Dates of creation: 11 Apr 1856
Extent: 7 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton] expressing disapproval of appointment of M. Bosh at Edinburgh; thanking [Newton] for letting him see Haldane's notes; hoping the Seville reprint of Valera's New Testament will be an improvement on the poor Glasgow edition; commenting on quality of revised text of Valera's version for the Trin[itarian] B[ible] Society; making enquiries for a Spanish teacher in London for [Newton]; comparing Seville and Madrid for "general work"; recommending that Brown be sent to the north of Spain; scarcity of the only edition of Valera's Bible.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(5)
Letter

Dates of creation: 20 Apr 1856
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P.Tregelles to [B.W. Newton] referring to work in Spain; Spanish speaking visitors to T[regelles]'s house; advising that the Trinitarian Bible Society may inform [Newton] about parts of the Spanish New Testament; commenting on the Edinburgh Committee; referring to [Newton's] difficulty in obtaining a copy of Valera's [Bible]; referring to letter of Dr. Eli Smith of Beirut [spelt "Beyroot" in letter] regarding T[regelles]'s Greek New Testament.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(6)

Letter

Dates of creation: 16 Jan 1857
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: regarding variations which he thinks he ought to make in 2 Pet.i. Appended: note referring to Mrs. Lillington; list of variations in 2 Pet.i.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(7)

Letter

Dates of creation: 29 Jan 1857
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P.Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: regarding book by Mr. Green; Dr. Cumming's criticism of T[regelles]'s [Greek Testament]; arguing particular points regarding the Greek text; pages sent by Littlewood; plans regarding the publishing of T[regelle]'s[ Greek New Testament] with reference to [William Drago 7th] Duke of Manchester honouring his father's promise to subscribe; comparing views of Pere Lambert in his book: Exposition des predications et des promesses faites à
l'Eglise pour les derniers temps de la gentilité, Paris 1806, with the commentaries on the prophets by President Agier c. 1824, with reference to studies by J.N. Darby and Olhausen; recommending account of the Paulicians given by Neander.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(8)

Letter

Dates of creation: 4 Feb 1857
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: stating that he has obtained from Mr. Babb the abridgement of Goodwin's works as [Newton] requested; complaining of proof-sheet reading; advising as to where [Newton] may obtain books of Pere Lambert and Agier; commenting on Green's book; criticising Dr. Chr. Wordsworth's Greek Text; reference to Charles and Augusta.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(9)

Letter

Dates of creation: 9 Feb 1857
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: regarding dispatch of books to [Newton]; discussing Greek text of Phil.ii:15; thoughts of publishing to the end of Luke; inflammation of Tregelles's eyes; death of Dr. Eli Smith at Beirut,[spelt "Beyroot" in letter].

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(10)

Letter
Dates of creation: 17 Apr 1857
Extent: [3] p

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: regarding prospectus for his Greek texts of St. Matthew and St. Mark and organization of funds from subscribers; possibility of taking prospectus to Oxford and Cambridge Universities; requesting advice as to what should be included in a prospectus; expressing anxiety to publish his text before appearance of the Greek Testament revision being prepared by [B.F.] Westcott and [J.F.A.] Hort.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(11)

Letter

Dates of creation: 27 Jun 1857
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: regarding arrangements to send Tregelles money when abroad; expressing exasperation in his dealings with Littlewood.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(12)

Letter

Dates of creation: 29 Jul 1857
Extent: 4 p

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: reporting on meeting with Dr. Marriott at Basle; Basle Bible Society's refusal to countenance the anti-apocryphal movement which has developed, expressing concern over [Newton]'s illness; Tregelles's own sufferings from overwork; general news about distribution of tracts; referring to the Misses Taylor of Florence staying in same pension; plans to go to Vevey; expressing regret at not meeting M. Guers; referring to S[arah] A[nn]a's mother and sisters meeting [Newton's] mother and Miss [A.J.] Toumlin at Tunbridge Wells; sending love to Mrs. Newton and Miss Hawkins.
Dated at Geneva.

Reference code: CBA 7181(13)

Letter

Dates of creation: 4 Nov 1857
Extent: 3 pages and 7 pages
Language: English and Greek

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: expressing concern over [Newton's] illness; slow progress in his work; contains discussion of Greek text which may be of use to [Newton]; Scripture reading Tregelles has begun; referring to "present difficulties" and necessity to shun identification with the "so called Brethrenism"; referring to financial matters.

Attached: notes on Greek text.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(14)

Letter

Dates of creation: 3 Feb 1858
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: referring to letter from Westheimer; difficulties in paying for paper and services of Mr. Chalk; difficulties in putting the printing in other hands; Mr. Scrivener's forthcoming publishing of the Codex Augiensis.

Black-edged notepaper.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(15)

Letter
Dates of creation: 10 Feb 1858
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles-to [B.W. Newton]: requesting that [Newton] send him his letter from Westheimer; referring to Mr. Chalk's information, Westheimers and their creditors; need to examine the Palimpsest in the British Museum before he gives his text of St. Luke to the compositor since his reading differs from that of Tischendorf; Tregelles's poor eyesight; expressing hopes that his work has helped some people.

Black-edged notepaper.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(16)

Letter

Dates of creation: 17 May 1858
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: informing him that he has obtained Cardinal A. Mai's edition of Codex Vaticanus, one volume of which Prince Louis Lucien Bonaparte had borrowed; commenting on his work on the Greek New Testament.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(17)

Letter

Dates of creation: 24 May 1858
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: commenting on his collation of Cardinal A. Mai's Codex Vaticanus.

Dated at Plymouth.
Reference code: CBA 7181(18)

Letter

Dates of creation: 12 Aug 1858
Extent: 3+1 p
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to B.W. Newton at London: referring to Tregelles's rest at Kingsbridge; expressing concern at hearing poor accounts of Newton and referring to news from [H.] Riach about Newton's intended journey to Lake Geneva; commenting on tract distribution in that area; referring to [G.] Mailer's German tracts and Newton's French tracts; advising about circulation of tracts in Italian; referring to Mr. Adams; referring to letter from Dr. Paul de Lagarde in Berlin regarding a Greek palimpsest; sending love to Mrs. Newton, Miss Hawkins, Newton's mother and Miss Toulmin.

Attached: envelope with embossed stamp.

Dated at Kingsbridge.

Reference code: CBA 7181(19)

Letter

Dates of creation: 3 Mar 1860
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

[Copy/draft?] letter from S. Prideaux Tregelles to the Earl of Shaffsbury: regarding the object he wishes to effect at St. Petersburgh [sic, for St. Petersburg], with reference to letters of the Bishop of Cork. Dr. Todd of Dublin, Dr. [W.] Cureton and [J.F.A.] Hort to Sir J.F. Crampton about Tregelles's collation of the [Codex Sinaiticus] MS. which would not be to the detriment of its publication by Prof. Tischendorf; Tregelles's application to the Russian Government regarding his collation; requesting that Shaftsbury put the matter in train between the foreign secretary and H.M. representative at St. Peters-burgh [sic].

Dated at Plymouth.
Letter

Dates of creation: 5 May 1860
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: expressing disappointment that nothing has been done about his wish to see the Codex Sinaiticus MS. at St. Peterburg; Newton's proposition that efforts should be made early the next year; referring to Tregelles's poor eyes; postponement in producing the two remaining Gospels; plans to visit S.W. France; agreement of [H.] Riach over the plans regarding St. Petersburg; referring to fraudulent Greek MS. of the New Testament at Mayer's Museum in Liverpool connected with the forgerers, the Greek Simonides and Mayer.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(21)

Letter

Dates of creation: 11 Oct 1860
Extent: 5 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin" [B.W. Newton]: thanking him for correcting proof-sheets; referring to plan of printing the Sinai MS.; requesting that Newton write to Lord Shaftsbury; order placed for Tischendorf's book; wish to obtain facsimile edition so as to make a collation for an appendix to his Greek Testament; commenting on the Edinburgh society; situation in Spain; [answering question] on divisions in Alexander's Empire.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(22)

Letter

Dates of creation: 3 Jan 1862
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content
From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: regarding commentary of Gesenius on Ps.1:2; commenting on Webster and Wilkinson's New Testament; discovery of Greek MS used by Erasmus; belief that his only vocation is textual criticism; thoughts of moving from present house; exhaustion suffered by Tregelles; message from Sarah Anna regarding getting Bibles into Portugal; sending regards to all including Nicolas.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(23)

Letter

Dates of creation: 5 Feb 1862
Extent: 3 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton] at London: referring to cheque sent to [Newton]; referring to letter from Sarah Anna about sending money to Spain; Newton having done his best for the Spanish prisoners; expressing hopes of writing soon about his plans for continuing with the Greek Testament; Tregelles's ill-health; referring to his return of letters of Mr. and Mrs. Brooks.

Attached: 2 envelopes with embossed stamps.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(24)

Letter

Dates of creation: 28 Jul 1862
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: referring to previous note asking if Tregelles and [his wife] might stay with Newton in early August; letter received from [H.] Riach; meeting Mr. Harry, Independent minister of Bournemouth in Vienna; tract distribution in Vienna; expressing hopes that Newton is in better health; planned visit to Erlangen to examine MS in Delitzsch's possession from which Erasmus first published the Apocalypse.
Reference code: CBA 7181(25)

Letter

Dates of creation: 31 Jul 1862
Extent: 3 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton] at London: regarding plans to return to England; describing visit to Erlangen to use the MS. of the Revelation used by Erasmus; Prof. Delitzsch's Lutheranism; Eliza Pigeon; intention to take up in tracts suspects connected with Pastoral Relations; commenting further on defects of Delitzsch's collation.

Attached: envelope with postage stamp removed.

Dated at Nuremberg.

Reference code: CBA 7181(26)

Letter

Dates of creation: 11 Aug 1862
Extent: 3 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked, fragile

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to B.W. Newton at London: thanking him for letter; Sarah Anna thanking Mrs. Newton for copying letter from Spain; commenting on unlikelihood of lost letters; trying state of affairs in Spain; plans for returning to England; visit of Tregelles's sister to Uncle Nathaniel Tregelles; Newton's proposed Continental journey; Tregelles1 re-examination of MS. kept by Prof. Delitzsch at Erlangen.

Attached: envelope with postage stamp removed.

Dated at Treves.

Reference code: CBA 7181(27)
Letter

Dates of creation: 29 Aug 1862
Extent: 3 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to B.W. Newton at London: promising to write to Mr. Carson in the North of Ireland; referring to money received for Spanish prisoners; sending papers to Miss E. with reference to Darbyites in London; publication of Tischendorf's writings against Tregelles in the Journal of Sacred Literature; return journey to [Plymouth]; improvement in Tregelles's health since travels abroad; account of letters received from the printers and Bagster; commenting on Greek text of Luke ix:16; letters received from Elise Hupfeld.

Attached: envelope with postage stamp embossed.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(28)

Letter

Dates of creation: 31 Aug 1862
Extent: 3 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to B.W. Newton at London: regarding Newton's tracts in German; money received by Mr. Raw for Spanish sufferers; referring to Newton's letter to Miss Dorothy Haydon regarding question of retaining Compton St. [Chapel , Plymouth] and expressing personal weariness with the matter; asking whether copy of [C.H.] Mackintosh's Confession of the Error of [his] Doctrines should be sent to the Record; referring to paper of the "one assembly of God in London"; quoting his translation of and note on Jer. xxxiii:16 of 22 years previous.

Appended: note that H. Fletcher reports that Mr. and Mrs. [H,] Riach are now in Geneva.

Attached: envelope with postage stamp embossed.

Dated at Plymouth.
Reference code: CBA 7181(29)

Letter

Dates of creation: 26 Sep 1862
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: notifying him of R. B. Brooks's enquiry as to where Newton is; Brooks's visit to Lisbon and planned visit to Madeira; giving Brooks's address in England; conveying news of Mr. and Mrs. [H.] Riach and Dorothy Haydon.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(30)

Letter

Dates of creation: 12 Oct 1862
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to letters [Newton] allowed him to see which "came as a blow" to him; explaining that [Albama?] and Matamoros were dealt with so exceptionally because of a conspiracy to subvert the religion of Spain; arrest of Senor de Sarravia whom he knew in Madrid possibly for holding protestant doctrines; news from Mr. Greene [at Shrewsbury] about Matamoros; commenting on Mr. Greene's folly in printing Senor Ruat's fictions and referring to enquiries by the Edinburgh Committee; asking whether the Darbyites or Soltau party have responded to recent notices; desiring more exposure of the False witness of the Brethrenites; requesting that letter of Mr. Greene be returned to Sarah Anna.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(31)

Letter

Dates of creation: 17 Oct 1862
Extent: 3 pages
Language: English and Greek
Scope and Content

From S.P.T. to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: regarding Horsley's sermons and his discussion of Greek text; commenting on tract of C. Stanley; Colenso's infidel statements saddening Mr. Greaves; referring to letter from Sarah Anna to Newton regarding Trig[e?].

Appended: asking that his name be added to appeal on behalf of the prisoner's children; commenting on merging of committees.

Dated at Westbrook.

Reference code: CBA 7181(32)

Letter

Dates of creation: 31 Oct 1862
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to B.W. Newton: referring to article of Bishop Horsley; stating that he has not received the Record; referring to book by Bishop Colenso.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(33)

Letter

Dates of creation: 15 Dec 1862
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: regarding Newton's reply relating to paper sent by br. Heywood opinion of Haydon-opposition to views of Tregelles; asking Newton to write to Haydon.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(34)
Letter

Dates of creation: 21 Dec 1862  
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: thanking him for writing to Haydon; agreeing that Matamoros ought to petition; Matamoros's awareness of defectiveness of Mr. Greene's publications; Sarah Anna sending her "narrative" to Miss Hupfeld; asking whether Count von Berndorff has been contacted about "the subject"; referring to letter written to Mr. Bird about proposed deputation; referring to failure to influence the Spanish Government.


Enclosed: quotations from Cowper and from Washington Irving's History of New York.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(35)

Letter

Dates of creation: 22 Dec 1862  
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to enclosed letter [not present] to Matamoros; reporting on success of [Newton]'s letters to Haydon; [H.B.] Bulteel preaching at Compton St.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(36)

Letter

Dates of creation: 29 Dec 1862  
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content
From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to Mr. Brooks; price of Tischendorf's edition of the Cod[ex] Sinaiticus; Tregelles's progress in his work on the Acts; quoting translation of part of Delitzsch's notes in his commentary on Genesis; quoting Robert Young's translation of the beginning of Genesis.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(37)

Letter

Dates of creation: 7 Jan 1863
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: stating that he has received the facsimile edition of Codex Sinaiticus and commenting on W. Kelly's version of Greek text in Rev. v:9; asking if Newton knew anything of papers by Rev. E.A. Litton on "Plymouth Brethren"; suggesting that the Record sent to him ought to go to Miss Egerton first; commenting on answer by [J.N.] Darby to the Record.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(38)

Letter

Dates of creation: 10 Jan 1863
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: commenting on Greek text of Cod[ex] Sinaiticus; referring to [Newton] getting "that little periodical"; possibility of Tregelles printing something in connection with the publication from Toronto; price Tischendorf was asking for edition of Codex Sinaiticus; printing of Tregelles' Pastoral Relations.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(39)

Letter
Dates of creation: 13 Jan 1863
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to note of Mr. MacGregor and copies of petition [in] Spanish and English; thoughts on his answer to the Toronto pamphlet.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(40)

Letter

Dates of creation: 15 Jan 1863
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(41)

Letter

Dates of creation: 2 Feb 1863
Extent: 2 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to B.W. Newton at London: expressing hope that Newton's [health] is improved; hope that William Elliott will visit Newton; discussions regarding claim of Simonides taken up by W.A. Wright of Trinity College, Cambridge and The Guardian and proposed meeting in London to discuss the claim.

Attached: envelope with postage stamp.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(42)
Letter

Dates of creation: 21 Jan 1863
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: expressing surprise at [W.] Cureton believing claim of Simonides; commenting on pamphlet from Toronto.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(43)

Letter

Dates of creation: 4 Feb 1863
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: regarding Tregelles's steps taken in connection with [W.] Elliott and Tregelles's relations with Compton St.; thanking Newton for [financial assistance]; willingness to look at texts on the Romans; referring to Simonides's claims [regarding the Codex Sinaiticus]; expressing concern at Newton's neuralgia; referring to Sir C. Eardley.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(44)

Letter

Dates of creation: 8 Feb 1863
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content


Dated at Plymouth.
Reference code: CBA 7181(45)

Letter

Dates of creation: 10 Feb 1863
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: stating that Elise Hupfeld has translated Newton's account of Matamoros and that Dr. Messner will get it printed; paper containing letter of Tregelles and Newton to [W.] Elliott and his reply; large numbers at Compton St.; referring to Darbyites; Tregelles' influence at Compton St.; referring to Mr. Haydon and Elliott; referring to letter written by Tregelles to The Guardian regarding claim by Simonides [that he wrote the Codex Sinaiticus].

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(46)

Letter

Dates of creation: 11 Feb 1863
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: expressing concern at Newton's depression; referring to [W.] Elliott and effect of Compton St. correspondence in Plymouth; criticism of Dr. Carson's pamphlet and his attacks on Tregelles and Newton and Peason and [Beugel?]; [W.] Cureton's announcement that he now believes that Simonides could not have written the [Codex Sinaiticus].

Appended: quotation from 'Augustina Sermo 1 de Resurrectione (Sermo ccc/xi).

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(47)

Letter

Dates of creation: 16 Feb 1863
Extent: 3 pages
Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to letter of Mr. Whitfield, assuming he is the same Frederick Whitfield he once knew and describing Whitfield's life and beliefs; referring to paper sent containing extract from Charnock to Dr. Carson; illness of [F.C.] Cockworthy; Tregelles's views on "Pastoral relations"; ground taken regarding situation at Compton St. so as not to open "the door to Brethrenism"; referring to Tregelles's Pastoral Relationship.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(48)

Letter

Dates of creation: 28 Feb 1863
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: regarding his visit to Mr. Rooker with "the papers" and denouncing Sir George Grey's Bill "to give standing and salary to Romish Priests and in fact to prevent Romish Prisoners from being cared for by any others."

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(49)

Letter

Dates of creation: 7 May 1863
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Plymouth.
Reference code: CBA 7181(50)

Letter

Dates of creation: 31 May 1863
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to copy of letter enclosed [not present] from Mr. Cooper forwarded by [W.] Cureton; news from Senora Delores Garcia.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(51)

Letter

Dates of creation: 16 Jul 1863
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: expressing agreement with Newton and Mr. and Mrs Rew regarding the imprisoned and exiled Spaniards; visit to Mr. Wilbraham Taylor during the Barnet conference; stating list of objects consideration there; news of [H.B.] Bulteel; news of the Haydons.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(52)

Letter

Dates of creation: 12 Aug 1863
Extent: 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to B.W. Newton at London: expressing hope that Sarah Anna will benefit from their stay [at North Malvern]; describing his visit to Dr. Macbride at Oxford and Macbride's views on Oxford; describing visits to Oxford colleges and changes to building of Exeter College [Newton's former college]; visit to the Wells [at North Malvern] and meeting Miss Boniface and Miss Egerton.
Attached: envelope with postage stamp embossed.

Dated at North Malvern.

Reference code: CBA 7181(53)

Letter

Dates of creation: 21 Aug 1863
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to Sarah Anna's improved health; expectation of seeing Mr. and Mrs. [H.] Riach; remarks on the Barnet conference in the *Record*; news of [H.B.] Bulteel's improved health; commenting on Bulteel's former church in St. Ebbes now the Methodist Free Church; expressing concern at Mrs. Newton's cold; reminding Newton for his "estimate on Oxford" of Oxford's divinity in the time of Edward VI; regretting that Mr. Schwartz should write in such a tone; preaching of Mr. Shoebashan at North Malvern chapel; commenting on belief of Mr. Nelson that there should be no pastors or teachers.

Dated at North Malvern.

Reference code: CBA 7181(54)

Letter

Dates of creation: 24 Sep 1863
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: expressing concern at Newton's ill-health; stating that he has copied part of Newton's letter and sent it to [H.B.] Bulteel; improvement in Sarah Anna's health; Tregelles's writing in the *Record* on doctrinal points; his progress in the text of Acts.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(55)

Letter
Dates of creation: 21 Oct 1863  
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. T[regelles] to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to request to Mr. Brandon to send tracts to Miss Hawkins; noting that he has not received the money from Lady Radstock; mentioning his declining an invitation to conference at Trent Parsonage, East Barnet on the Lord's coming and his letter to Mrs. Bevan.

Dated at Kingsbridge.

Reference code: CBA 7181(56)

Letter

Dates of creation: 23 Oct 1863  
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: stating that he has received Lady Radstock's cheque; ill-health of [H.B.] Bulteel; Mr. Brandon sending tracts to Miss Hawkins; commenting on organization of "ministerial support" by Brandon and [W.] Elliott; referring to Spanish matters; commenting on a paper in *The Inquirer*; mentioning that he has returned report from Gibraltar to Mr. Bird; news of death of M. le Comte de Tharon of Paris; referring to Mr. Adams; copies of Tregelles's new tract being sold.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(57)

Letter

Dates of creation: 6 Nov 1863  
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: thanking him for money; hopes of finishing the Acts; ill-health of [H.B.] Bulteel; attacks on Tregelles's pamphlet by Rev. J. E. Carr and Catesby Paget's answer from the Darby Brethrenite point of view.

Dated at Plymouth.
**Reference code:** CBA 7181(58)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 5 Dec 1863  
**Extent:** 3 pages

**Scope and Content**

From S.P. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: referring to invitation by Robert Baxter, John Morley and Wilbraham Taylor to meetings at Robert St., Adelphi on "the coming of the Lord" and asking Newton's opinion on Tregelles writing a tract on the subject; receipt of Capt. Caldwell's answer to Tregelles's "Five Letters"; referring to Catesby Paget's letter; hopes to see Mr. Gardner of Stoke regarding the Romish versions retained by the B[ritish] and F[oreign] Bible Society; asking whether Newton will attend the meeting of the Protestant Alliance; letter sent by Tregelles to Mr. Bird complaining of harm done by person sent [to Plymouth for the Protestant Alliance]; intention to send Miss Hawkins more copies of his "Five Letters"; commenting on Wetstein's quotation from Plutarch on 1 Cor.V:6,7 regarding leaven.  

Appended: referring to Mr. and Mrs. Elliott from near Hereford having lodgings in Plymouth.

Dated at Plymouth.

---

**Reference code:** CBA 7181(59)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 9 Dec 1863  
**Extent:** 4 pages

**Scope and Content**

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: commenting on Greek text of Eph. i:6; need to counter false teaching and his conversations at the Barnet conference; opposition there to Tregelles's textual criticism; expressing surprise at Mr. Snell taking East Barnet as a salaried agent of George Müüller; thoughts about [writing] a tract against the intended London meeting and printing arrangements; commenting on Mr. Birks's view of perpetual generations of men on earth; reference to Mr. Pratt of Macclesfield, and Mr. Gilbert of Tiverton; Capt. Caldwell's answer to Tregelles's letters to the Record; visit of Miss Ker, governess to family of Edwarde Coode of St. Austell; referring to two new books on authenticity of Daniel.

Dated at Plymouth.
Reference code: CBA 7181(60)

Letter

Dates of creation: 16 Jan 1864
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin" [B.W. Newton]: asking Newton to forward notes to Lady Radstock and Mr. Chalk; inability to write proposed tract because of tiredness; illness of Louisa Freeman; doubting that Tregelles should have any influence on Mrs. Bevan; commenting on painful letters of Capt. Paget to Miss Massie with reference to tract written by Tregelles; progress of Tregelles's Greek Testament; printing arrangements; commenting that he did not receive last Wednesday's Record; referring to occasional paper of Newton contrasting Calvin's views on 1 Cor. with those of the Church of England and commenting on views of English Reformers in time of Edward VI; referring to visit of Charles and family and Elizabeth Wakefield.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(61)

Letter

Dates of creation: 21 Jan 1864
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: commenting on Jacob Tomlin's opposition to textual criticism and Tregelles's note to the Record; commenting on the opposition to anything futurist in the Revelation; lamenting that Brethrenite influences are at work for evil with reference to Mrs. Kinnaird's movement; visit to [H.B.] Bulteel with reference to his connection with Irvingism and hoping that Mr. Goodhart has not "gone wrong"; referring to Tregelles's "Five letters"; referring to Dublin tracts of Mr. Barley; asking which of Tregelles's tracts Capt. Paget sent to Miss Massie.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(62)
Letter

Dates of creation: 29 Jan 1864
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: expressing hope that Newton will be able to rest having finished the new part of his "Occasional Papers"; commenting on views of [J.] Tomlin and Wetstein; Capt. Paget's reference to tract of Tregelles; sorrowful account from Spain; Tregelles's improved health; commenting on writing by Olshausen.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(63)

Letter

Dates of creation: 5 Feb 1864
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: thanking him for money; referring to Mr. Pennefather leaving Barnet and hoping that the caricature of real dispensational teaching as to the hope of the Lord's coming could be checked; Tregelles's lack of writing and the opposition of Jacob Tomlin; belief that Mr. Bevan would deplore present lax theology.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(64)

Letter

Dates of creation: 29 Feb 1864
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: informing him that he has completed his copy of the Acts and Catholic Epistles.

Dated at Plymouth.
Reference code: CBA 7181(65)

Letter

Dates of creation: 11 Apr 1864
Extent: [2] p

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to letter Tregelles wrote to Dr. De Sanctis; Tregelles's work on paper on the second Coming.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(66)

Letter

Dates of creation: 15 Apr 1864
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to Tregelles returning correspondence with Dr. De Sanctis; Mr. Brendon sending off copies of [Tregelles' s] pamphlet; request to Anna Maria Fox to allow him to see the Protest of [Dr.] De Sanctis; accusation by correspondent of the News of the Churches that all in Italy who did not hold Infant Baptism were in fellowship with Brethren; Count Guicciordini's refusal to aid those not brethrenized and Foreign Aid Committees' refusal to help those who were brethrenized; Mr. Burgess's attempts to correct mis-statements; sending of [pamphlet] to Darbyists in Switzerland; hoping to see [Newton], but spending most of his time on the Greek Testament; Tregelles's suffering from a cold.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(67)

Letter

Dates of creation: 17 Apr 1864
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content
From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: regarding Tregelles returning correspondence with Dr. De Sanctis; Brendon sending off copies of Tregelles's tract; news from Mrs. Denniston at Torquay that the secret about doctrine is causing confusion there in the Church of England.

Dated at [Plymouth].

Reference code: CBA 7181(68)

Letter

Dates of creation: 18 Apr 1864
Extent: 2 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to B.W. Newton at London: requesting that Newton return letters sent by mistake to [Newton]; Dr. De Sanctis's belief that Tregelles is an upholder of Brethrenism and Count Guicciordini.

Attached: envelope with postage stamp.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(69)

Letter

Dates of creation: [19 Apr 1864]
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: regarding correspondence between Tregelles and Dr. De Sanctis on fear of those who did not take up Infant Baptism in Italy being driven into Brethrenism; commenting on Scotch [Presbyterian] influence on Italian ideas about Brethrenism; referring to Charles's marriage.

Reference code: CBA 7181(70)

Letter
Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: regarding Tregelles's visit to London to make arrangements about printing; invitation from Wilbraham Taylor to meetings referring to Tregelles's recent pamphlet; referring to Charles's marriage at Torquay; regret at missing [H.] Riach.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(71)

Letter

Dates of creation: 25 May 1864
Extent: 2 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to B.W. Newton: announcing his return; visit to S[arah] A[nn]a's mother; referring to his sending Newton a copy of the *Journal of Philology* containing Lightfoot's review of Stanley and Jowett; expressing hope that Newton's mother got safely to Worthing; commenting on the weather; illness of Admiral Haydon; requesting to know result of the paper Newton has been preparing to send to Mr. Sevan.

Attached: envelope with postage stamp embossed.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(72)

Letter

Dates of creation: 21 Jul 1864
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: informing him of death of Admiral Haydon; visits to Tregell mother at Kingsbridge and Sarah Anna's mother; visit of Mr. Sharpe of Peterborough - news from Mrs. Pengelley in Canada; referring to terms with MacMillan for
Tregelles's manual Greek Testament and edition of New Testament by Mr. Hansell published by Oxford University Press in which "various things" of Tregelles have been copied.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(73)

Letter

Dates of creation: 26 Jul 1864
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: thanking him for account of Mr. Bevan; suggesting that Newton, Mr. Goodhart, Mr. Cox and others might come together to form a strong group to influence Christians; sending money to Newton from Mrs. Pengelley in Canada and from himself for pamphlets; visit from William Sparks, Mrs. Haydon's nephew; commenting on Georgina (Haydon); funeral of Admiral Haydon; criticising Mr. Gorett's paper in the Rainbow; ill-health of Sarah Anna's mother; intention to visit his wife's sister, Emily, in North Wales; advising Newton not to journey for too long.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(74)

Letter

Dates of creation: 1 Aug 1864
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to note received from the Bishop [Ellicott] of Gloucester and anticipating letter from MacMillan "to the same effect"; commenting on publishers' terms with reference to MacMillan's poor terms for the New Testament; improvement in health of Sarah Anna's mother and plan to visit Frank and Emily Bath near Caernarvon and requesting that the Record be sent to him there; referring to order of books from Mrs. Pengelley in Canada; commenting on book of Mr. [?]; death of [H.W.] Soltau.

Dated at Plymouth.
Reference code: CBA 7181(75)

Letter

Dates of creation: 2 Aug 1864
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to Miss Pigeon's note; commenting on MacMillan's terms [for publishing Tregelles's New Testament]; referring to books bought from Mrs. Pengelley; plans to journey to North Wales.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(76)

Letter

Dates of creation: 11 Aug 1864
Extent: 3 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content

TREGELLES (Samual Prideaux) Letter of S.P. Tregelles to B.W. Newton at London: regarding his visit to Bishop Ellicott at Gloucester in which he discussed MacMillan's publishing proposals and correspondence with MacMillan on the matter; stay in North Wales; difficulty in his writing the paper on the first Resurrection for Mr. Cox due to problems with muscles in his arm; referring to Newton going abroad; referring to letter from Eliza Pigeon.

Attached: envelope with postage stamp embossed.

Dated at Hendre.

Reference code: CBA 7181(77)

Letter

Dates of creation: 5 Oct 1864
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content
From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin": referring to letter of Mr. [Hestal?]; Mr. Chapman's influence on Alonso in Spain; referring to letter of Mrs. [H.] Riach; charge made by Bishop Ellicott; commenting on Dr. Pusey's lecture on Daniel with reference to Tregelles's own "Defence on the authenticity of Daniel".

Appended: suggesting that Newton write to Bishop Ellicott.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(78)

Letter

Dates of creation: 16 Nov 1864
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: expressing sorrow at hearing of Mrs. Graham's poor health and referring to [Newton's] visit to Mr. and Mrs, Graham at Worthing; referring to money sent by Newton to Tregelles; plans to go to Kingsbridge; ill-health of Sarah Anna's mother; commenting on Dr. Pusey's book on Daniel; reporting Bishop Ellicott's views regarding Mr, Lyne at the Bristol Congress; progress of Tregelles's New Testament; referring to Newman's autobiography; Miss Pigeon becoming Mrs. Steane.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(79)

Letter

Dates of creation: 26 Nov 1864
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Plymouth.
Reference code: CBA 7181(80)

Letter

Dates of creation: 19 Dec 1864
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: commenting on H. Sonar's recent work; referring to letter written to Miss Whately regarding loss of confidence in Matamoros.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(81)

Letter

Dates of creation: 17 Mar 1865
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: regarding Greek text of New Testament,

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(82)

Letter

Dates of creation: 30 Mar 1865
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to letter from M. Jayet of Lausanne which he has sent on to Mr. Rew; commenting on pamphlet, *Observata quaedam in nonnulla N.T. Loca* by Rev. W. Linwood; Tregelles seeing [H.B.] Bulteel.

Dated at Plymouth.
Reference code: CBA 7181(83)

Letter

Dates of creation: 31 May 1865
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: regarding Tregelles's Greek New Testament; plans to go to Brittany and Normandy; visit by Marcus Spittler; visit by Mrs. [H.] Riach; requesting that the Record be sent to Miss Egerton; death of General Marshall.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(84)

Letter

Dates of creation: 27 Jul 1865
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to [Newton] having the Polybius from Westell and asking about a passage in Polybius which may illustrate 2 Thess.ii:2; requesting to know whether to send the Records to [Newton]; referring to publication of book on the Revelation by Rev. Jacob Tomlin to oppose book by Tregelles.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(85)

Letter

Dates of creation: 31 Jul 1865
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: recommending that no time be wasted on writers in the Rainbow, such as Rev. Richard Chester, who have devoted themselves to the Brethrenite system of
teaching; mentioning visit to Tregelles's mother; conveying news of illness of Elizabeth Charles's wife.

Dated at Kingsbridge.

Reference code: CBA 7181(86)

Letter

Dates of creation: 28 Aug 1865
Extent: 3 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to B.W. Newton at Scarborough: expressing concern at Newton's ill-health; ill-health of Charles's mother Prideaux and Lucy; referring to Sarah Anna being in Frankfurt; hoping to see last proofs of the Catholic Epistles, but delaying giving Romans to the printers due to problems with his head.

Attached: envelope with postage stamp embossed.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(87)

Letter

Dates of creation: 29 Sep 1865
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: regarding [Newton's] visits to Scarborough, Ilkley and elsewhere; expressing concern at [Newton's] mother's fall; referring to [Newton] receiving the concluding proof of the Catholic Epistles and draft to Introductory Notice to Part III; referring to Tregelles's pension; Tregelles's work on Romans and Epistles; referring to visit by Miss Ker.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(88)
From S.P. Tregelles to B.W. Newton at London: regarding ill-health of Dr. Macbride; referring to message he had given the Vice-Chancellor on Newton's behalf; Tregelles's collation of Greek Testament; plans to visit his cousin, Mrs. Charles Gillett in Banbury and then to go on to Newton; referring to printing of Part III; address to which Newton should send The Record; commenting on visit of the Bishop of Peterborough to Wadham College; depression suffered by Dr. Symons; referring to Sarah Anna and her mother's poor health; referring to his work at Balliol; commenting on Dr. Payne Smith, the new Regius Professor.

Attached: envelope with postage stamp embossed.

Dated at Oxford.

Reference code: CBA 7181(89)

Letter

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to letters he is sending from Hereford concerning troubles which might have been averted if Mr. Ziegler had taken a firm ground; stating that he has asked the Vice-Chancellor about Mr. Harrington; news of Mr. Sewell; referring to [Newton's] excitement at the quotations from [H.] Bullinger's Decades; Tregelles's advice to undergraduates and their seniors to study Bullinger's views on baptism; quoting story told by Prof. Payne Smith regarding a doctrine taught by an "evangelist" to an Irvingite School and asking whether the Brethrenites got the doctrine from the Irvingites.

Dated at Oxford.

Reference code: CBA 7181(90)
Dates of creation: 29 Nov 1865  
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S. Prideaux Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton] regarding attack on Mr. Rew in statement in Christian Work relative to M.M.; referring to delay in his return home caused by destruction of railway line near Cornwood; reporting alterations to building of Exeter College, [Oxford] and erection of the "Prideaux Connection".

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(91)

Letter

Dates of creation: 2 Dec  
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: approving [Newton's] letter to editor of the Christian Work; remarking that Alhama has written to Sarah Anna explaining why he could not go to any place in which M.M. was and that Mrs. Rew has a copy of the letter; suggesting that he write to Mr. Dallas to arrange a meeting in London; stating that he assumes [Newton] did not intend his letter to the editor to supersede anything associated with Mr. Dallas, Miss Whately and Mr. Rew; reporting on health of Sarah Anna, her mother and himself; Baptist Noel preaching at opening of New Road Chapel, [Oxford] and Tregelles's spending time with him.

Appended: referring to letters of Miss Ziegler and Miss Hawkins; wondering whether C.J. Stewart might employ Mr. Ziegler.

Dated at Plymouth

Reference code: CBA 7181(92)

Letter

Dates of creation: 18 Jan 1866  
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content
From [H] Lichstein to S.P. Tregelles: commenting on Tregelles's translation when quoting Aben Ezra in his "Remarks" on Daniel (1864).


Dated at Lincolns Inn W.C.

Reference code: CBA 7181(93)

Letter

Dates of creation: 27 Feb 1866
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to Tregelles's letter to Mr. Haldane; expressing hope that the Propositions might get more known and asking [Newton's] views on their being advertized in The Record; referring to Bull of Clement XI and asking about the Papal censors excluding people from the Church; Tregelles's recent ill-health; slowness of the printers; deaths of Miss Haydon and Mrs. Knight of Devonport; requesting the Lausanne report for Sarah Anna and referring to prevention of "mischief" by meetings with Lord Shaftsbury and others; commenting on tone of letter of Alhama to Sarah Anna being different from that of M.M.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(94)

Letter

Dates of creation: 5 Mar 1866
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to Tregelles writing to the editor of the "Brighton Paper" on a question of theological criticism; charges against M.M. referred to in letter of Mr. Southall to Mr. Bird sent to Tregelles by Mrs. Rew; referring to M. Nogaret's letter and Sarah Anna copying parts of the Lausanne report relating to Bayonne for him; stating no need to send the report to Miss Whately; further comments on M. Nogaret; referring to Tregelles's letter to Mr. Haldane; Tregelles knowing nothing of Brethrenites of any party [as] they have been omitted from local almanacs; referring to
Joseph Chambers becoming a clergyman having once opposed Newton's views; condemning Gavazzi's preaching in Plymouth.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(95)

Letter

Dates of creation: 16 Mar 1866
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content


Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(96)

Letter

Dates of creation: 4 Apr 1866
Extent: [5] p

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: referring to "annoying things" about which he has only written to Mr. Elliott; quarrel between Miss M. Freeman and Mr. E[lliott]; Mr. Elliott's attack on the deacons and consequent disruption among the [members of Compton St. Chapel]; referring to Trust Deed of the Chapel. Appended: conveying message from Mrs. Edlin.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(97)

Letter

Dates of creation: 6 Apr 1866
Extent: 1 page
Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin" [B.W. Newton]: referring to Trust Deed [of Compton St. Chapel] and commenting that "there is nothing to be done but submit to the wrong".

Dated at [Plymouth].

Reference code: CBA 7181(98)

Letter

Dates of creation: 11 Apr 1866
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: regarding Trust Deed [of Compton St. Chapel]; other congregations which former Compton St. Chapel members are joining and commenting on their preachers; mentioning that he is going to his mother at Kingsbridge; referring to Mr. Heywood.


Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(99)

Letter

Dates of creation: 25 Apr 1866
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]; referring to Tregelles's return to proof-reading after his visit to Kingsbridge where [name not clear?] had died, with reference to Francis William, Tregelles's aunt and her daughters; continuance of the Compton St. Chapel School and possibility of new meeting for communion; commenting on possibility of the Bible Society appointing an Editorial Superintendent, commenting on Montanism of the second century and passage in Tertullian and comparing it with Millenarian doctrine of third and nineteenth centuries.
Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(100)

Letter

Dates of creation: 29 Apr 1866
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", JB.W. Newton; regarding attacks on [Newton] by Mr. T. Ryan who had once maintained that Tregelles was a Brethrenite; referring to Mr. Guinness; Mr. Bewley's appropriation of Dorothy Haydon's scripture catechism to suit Darbyite teaching; Georgina Haydon taking a house in Mutley; Major Johnson's connection with [Compton St.] Chapel.

Attached: envelope marked: "Dr. Tregelles, April 29th 1866".

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(101)

Letter

Dates of creation: 5 Jan 1867
Extent: 3 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: black--edged notepaper

Scope and Content

From S. Prideaux Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton stating that he does not have editions of C[yril] of Jerusalem or C[yril] of Alex... to answer [Newton's] enquiry and stating which works he does possess; expressing concern at [Newton's] weariness; improvement in Sarah Anna's leg; illness of Georgina Haydon; referring to Augusta and Lucy; improvement in Mrs. [H.B.] Bulteel since her husband's death.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(102)

Letter
**Dates of creation:** 26 Jul 1867  
**Extent:** 3 pages  
**Physical Condition:** Condition: black-edged notepaper

**Scope and Content**

From S. Prideaux Tregelles to his "cousin" [B.W. Newton]: referring to letter of Miss Wright which he is returning: commenting on Newton's thoughts on meaning of a Hebrew expression; regret at Mr. Adams "having been ... thrown back"; visit to Neath; hoping he can keep clear of ecclesiastical matters in Plymouth and hoping that Henry Heywood will act; ill-health of Dr. Kingston.

Dated at Neath.

**Reference code:** CBA 7181(103)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 13 Mar 1868  
**Extent:** 3 pages

**Scope and Content**

From S. Prideaux Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: stating that he has arranged for [Newton] to receive a copy of Canon Muratorianus [which Tregelles edited]; relating the history of its publication; Tregelles's suffering a severe attack; death of John Tyndale; Henry's ill-health; pleasure at hearing from Mary Boniface of better health of [Newton's] mother.

Dated at Plymouth.

**Reference code:** CBA 7181(104)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 12 Aug 1868  
**Extent:** 3 pages

**Scope and Content**

From S. Prideaux Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: expressing sorrow at hearing from Mary Pigeon and Georgina Haydon of [Newton's] ill-health; referring to correspondence from Governor Hamilton which he read with much pain and which he is returning; thanking him for money; sending copy of Colossians and 1 and 2 Thessalonians to the printer.
Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(105)

Letter

Dates of creation: 19 Oct 1868
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S. Prideaux Tregelles to his "cousin" [B.W. Newton]: regarding disposal of legacy of Miss [M] Boniface; regretting that "the work" has occupied so much of his life; progress of his work on the [Greek New Testament] number of subscribers, financial matters regarding the Greek New Testament and value of the copyright; referring to Mr. Chalk's help in terms with the publisher; death of Aunt Mary Prideaux; expecting her grandson, "late the Abyssinian captive" to stay.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(106)

Letter

Dates of creation: 18 Feb 1869
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S. Prideaux Tregelles to his "cousin" [B.W. Newton]: regarding Mr. Bird, secretary of the Protestant Alliance; referring to possible amalgamation of Protestant societies.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(107)

Letter

Dates of creation: 27 Apr 1869
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content
From S. Prideaux Tregelles to B.W. Newton at Tunbridge Wells: referring to note of Sir R[obert] Peel which he is returning and mentioning that Robert Nicholas Fowler, M.P. was willing to aid Mr. Bird; commenting on [Newton's] reference to Dr. [H.] Biesenthal on the Hebrews with mention of Mr. Bellson, clergyman in Berlin; intention to visit his mother at Kingsbridge; ill-health of his sister; improved health of Sarah Anna; hoping to write the Prospectus to his Greek text soon.

Attached: Envelope with postage stamp.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(108)

Letter and newspaper cutting

Dates of creation: 26 Jul 1869
Extent: 3 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: black-edged notepaper

Scope and Content

From S. Prideaux Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton] regarding the discomfort in Tregelles chest; improvement in Mr Chalk's eyes; Tregelles's progress on Revelation; death of Uncle Charles Prideaux of Kingsbridge; expressing sorrow at poor account of [Newton's] mother; conveying love to her and Miss [A.J.] Toulmin. Enclosed: newspaper cutting reporting announcement of work on the Hebrews by Dr. H. Biesenthal.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(109)

Letter

Dates of creation: 22 May 1870
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.A. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: writing on behalf of [S.P.] Tregelles regarding state of copy of Revelation before Newton sees Mr. Chalk or Mr. Stewart; ill-health of Tregelles.

Dated at Plymouth.
Reference code: CBA 7181(110)

Letter

Dates of creation: 1 Jun 1870
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S. A. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: writing on behalf of [S.] Prideaux [Tregelles] stating that he does not like or trust Bishop Wilberforce with reference to invitation from Bishop Ellicott; referring to Newton's query about a word in Prideaux's text; receipts sent for Mr. Cox and Emily Wright; financial matters relating to the Greek Testament; mentioning that Dean Jeremie's name was not on list of subscribers.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(111)

Letter

Dates of creation: 4 Jun 1870
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(112)

Letter

Dates of creation: 18 Jun 1870
Extent: 5 pages

Scope and Content

From S. A. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: reporting that [S.] Prideaux [Tregelles] is pleased with the advertisement; relating Prideaux's comments regarding the Greek Testament; asking if Newton has
received letter from Rev. A. Townsend of Weston; enclosing note [not present] of Dr. Lightfoot regarding Mr. Gladstone.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(113)

Letter

Dates of creation: 5 Nov 1870
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.A. Tregelles to [B.W. Newton]: acknowledging money sent to [S.]Prideaux [Tregelles]; relating [Tregelles's] comments on Greek text; continuing ill-health of Prideaux and suggesting that A.L. Vansittart of Trinity College, Cambridge would probably answer enquiries about books. Appended: note explaining her "trembling" handwriting.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(114)

Letter

Dates of creation: 15 Dec 1870
Extent: 5 pages

Scope and Content

From S.A. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: relating [S.] Prideaux [Tregelles's] wish to set Newton at liberty to act for him; referring to receipt for copies of Prideaux's work taken by Miss M.Boniface and Miss Egerton; financial matters regarding Mr. Chalk and [A.L.] Vansittart and money from the Bristol and Exeter [Railway] Co. [Shares]; milder weather easing Prideaux's suffering; death of Alice Treffry.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(115)

Letter
Dates of creation: 25 Dec 1870
Extent: 5 pages

Scope and Content

From S.A. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: expressing sorrow at hearing of illness of Newton's mother; referring to Joseph [Treffry] following his wife's death; generous cheque received from [William Drogo, 7th] Duke of Manchester and other financial matters; referring to collation of Codex Vaticanus and Codex Sinaiticus.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(116)

Letter

Dates of creation: 5 Apr 1871
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From S.P. Tregelles to his "cousin", [B.W. Newton]: advising that the printers and Mr. Chalk should be contacted regarding Revelation; requesting to know if the printer or Mr. Bloxsidge [sic, for Bloxidge] have anything to ask. Endorsed: note of B.W. Newton to Mr. Bloxsidge [sic] stating how distressing the enclosed was from Tregelles and expressing ignorance as to what he refers.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(117)

Letter

Dates of creation: 5 Apr 1871
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.A. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: relating [S.] Prideaux [Tregelles's] request that Newton be told that replies to Mr. Bloxidge were incorrect.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(118)
Letter

Dates of creation: 10 Aug [1871]
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From S.A. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: writing on behalf of [S.] Prideaux [Tregelles] thanking Newton for answering Mr. Hernfetter or Mr. Partner; referring to Dr. Rieu and the American readings; expressing concern at Newton's ill-health.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(119)

Letter

Dates of creation: 4 Dec 1871
Extent: [5+4+1] p
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content

From S.A. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: regarding financial matters relating to [S.P. Tregelles]; referring to possibility of needing secretarial help; thanking Newton for his help; [S.] Prideaux [Tregelles's] intention to reproduce for Prolegomena, various prefaces to the parts of his G[reek] Testament but intention to omit the collation; referring to Newton's ill-health. Appended: relating that Tregelles does not intend the account of the printed text to be reprinted.

Appended: relating that Tregelles does not intend the account of the printed text to be reprinted.


Attached: envelope with postage stamp embossed.

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(120)
Letter

Dates of creation: 27 Jan
Extent: 5 pages

Scope and Content

From S.A. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: writing on behalf of [S.] Prideaux [Tregelles] that [Tregelles] will send all that has been returned from Mr. [A.L.] Vansittart; referring to collation of 38 of the Revelation lent by Dean Alford and other books borrowed; continuing ill-health of [S.P. Tregelles]; [S.P. Tregelles's] approval of Newton's plan for separate people to take the Gospels "in connection with making use of the Sinai and Vatican MSS."

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(121)

Letter

Dates of creation: 5 Feb
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From S.A. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: regarding efforts for the [Spanish?] prisoners and money collected with reference to Trigo, Gurney Prideaux, Mr. Mark and Matamoros; referring to work of Mr. and Mrs. Brooks..

Reference code: CBA 7181(122)

Letter

Dates of creation: 18 May
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Plymouth.
Reference code: CBA 7181(123)

Letter

Dates of creation: 9 Jun 1882
Extent: 2 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: black-edged notepaper

Scope and Content

From S.A. Tregelles to [B.W.] Newton: regarding question as to whether [S.P.] Tregelles accepted Mr. Liebstein's correction relating to [Ed.V of Remarks on Daniel].

Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 7181(124)

Envelopes

Dates of creation: 1864
Extent: 1 page
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content

Two envelopes with postage stamps addressed [in handwriting of S.P. Tregelles?] to:

- 1. B.W. Newton at 70 New Finchley Road, London N.W., postmarked: "Plymouth, 29 Feb 1864" and "London, 1 Mar 1864".
- 2. B.W. Newton at P.O., Felixstowe by Ipswich, postmarked: Plymouth, 13 Sep 1864 and Ipswich, 14 Sep 1864.

Reference code: CBA 2248 - CBA 2277(D)

Letters to Mrs. S.P. Tregelles

Dates of creation: 1861-1879
Extent: 27 letters

Scope and content

contains letters to Mrs. S.P. Tregelles and letters copied by her, along with cuttings, notes and envelopes. The subject matter of the letters mainly

Reference code: CBA 2248

Letter

Dates of creation: 15 Jun 1863
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From J. Macaulay, editor of The Leisure Hour, to S.P. Tregelles: regarding Tregelles's criticism of an article in The Leisure Hour regarding the Codex Sinaiticus.

Dated at London

Reference code: CBA 2249

Printed leaflet [?] Cutting [?]

Dates of creation: 26 Jul 1866
Extent: 54 pages

Scope and Content

The Criticism of A word of warning to the recent converts in Ireland on the peculiar doctrines of Mr. Darby and Mr. Newton, by Amicus. [Extracted from] The Revival, no. 366. Enclosed in envelope with annotation.

Reference code: CBA 2250

Printed leaflet [?]

Dates of creation: 
Extent:

Scope and Content

The Revival. Another copy of CBA 2249 above.

Reference code: CBA 2251
Letter

Dates of creation: 24 Jan 1876
Extent: 8 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content


Enclosed in envelope with postage stamp.

Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 2252

Letter

Dates of creation: 17 Jun 1876
Extent: 3 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked, 3rd page of letter defective

Scope and Content


Enclosed in envelope with postage stamp.

Dated at Peterborough.

Reference code: CBA 2253

Letter

Dates of creation: 21 Feb 1877
Extent: 3 pages and 11 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content
From B.W. Newton to Sarah Anna Tregelles at Plymouth: referring to enclosed copy of letter [not present] sent by Newton to [F.J.A.] Hort; commenting on the inaccuracy of transcriber of the Codex Sinaiticus.

Enclosed in envelope with embossed postage stamp.

Dated at Winchester.

Reference code: CBA 2254

Letter

Dates of creation: 28 Feb 1877
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Winchester.

Reference code: CBA 2255

Letter

Dates of creation: [2 Mar 1877]
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 2256

Letter

Dates of creation: 19 Feb 1877
Extent: 10 pages

Scope and Content

Dated at Winchester.

Reference code: CBA 2257

Letter

Dates of creation: 9 Mar 1877
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 2258

Letter

Dates of creation: 12 Mar 1877
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 2259

Letter

Dates of creation: 26 Apr 1877
Extent: 5 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked
Scope and Content


Enclosed in envelope with postage stamp.

Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 2260

Letter

Dates of creation: 2 May 1877
Extent: 2 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content


Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 2261

Letter

Dates of creation: 20 Dec 1877
Extent: 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: last page defective

Scope and Content


Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 2262

Letter
Scope and Content

From F.J.A. Hort to Mrs S.P. Tregelles at Plymouth: explaining his refusal to include preface which B.W. Newton had wished to add to [S.P. Tregelles's] *Prolegomena* [to his edition of The Greek New Testament]; Newton's subsequent desire to remove his name from the volume.

Enclosed in envelop with embossed postage stamp.

Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 2263

Letter

Dates of creation: 25 Feb 1879
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 2264

Letter

Dates of creation: 2 .Mar 1879
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content


Enclosed in envelope with postage stamp embossed.
Reference code: CBA 2265

Letter

Dates of creation: 4 Mar 1879
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Plymouth.

Reference code: CBA 2266

Letter

Dates of creation: 7 Mar 1879
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From A.W. Streane to Mrs S.P. Tregelles at Plymouth: acknowledging the honorarium but querying the amount sent to him by Mrs Tregelles [for proof-reading S.P. Tregelles's *Prolegomena* [to his edition of the Greek New Testament].

Enclosed in envelope with embossed stamp.

Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 2267

Letter

Dates of creation: 8 Mar 1879
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 2268

Letter

Dates of creation: 19 Apr 1879
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 2269

Letter

Dates of creation: 23 Apr 1879
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content


Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 2270

Letter

Dates of creation: 21 Apr 1879
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content
From Nicholas Hurrt to Mrs [S.P.] Tregelles: giving address of the widow of Rev. Dr. Spence; referring to work of her husband; conveying family news; referring to meeting Mrs Tregelles in 1862.

Dated at Wanstead.

Reference code: CBA 2271

Letter

Dates of creation: 29 Apr 1879
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content


Enclosed in envelope with embossed postage stamp.

Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 2272

Letter

Dates of creation: 19 Aug 1879
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From F.H. Dickinson to Mrs [S.P.I Tregelles: regarding work of [S.P. Tregelles].

Dated at Kingweston.

Reference code: CBA 2273

Letter

Dates of creation: 9 Sep 1879
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

Dated at Semperingham.

**Reference code:** CBA 2274

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 8 Sep 1879  
**Extent:** 4 pages

**Scope and Content**


Enclosed in CBA 2273.

Dated at Semperingham.

**Reference code:** CBA 2275

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 20 Sep 1879  
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**


Dated at Bristol.

**Reference code:** CBA 2276

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 8 Dec 1879  
**Extent:** 1 page

**Scope and Content**

Dated at Dublin.

Reference code: CBA 2277

Letter

Dates of creation: 15 Dec 1879
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content


Dated at Dublin.

Reference code: CBA 2277a

Letter

Dates of creation: 18 Jun 1876
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content


Postmarked: "Cambridge" and "Plymouth".

Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 2277b

Letter

Dates of creation: 6 Jan 1879
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content
Envelope, with embossed postage stamp addressed [in handwriting of F.J.A. Hort] to Mrs S.P. Tregelles at Plymouth, with note: "decision about omission of names, 4 photos". Postmarked: "Cambridge" and "Plymouth".

Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 2277c

Letter and printed item

Dates of creation: [19 Cent.]
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 2277d

Newspaper cutting

Dates of creation: 27 Feb 1861
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Newspaper cutting [from The Liverpool Courier] describing paper read by Dr. [C.] Simonides regarding his folio works on his discoveries of fragments of The Gospel of [St. Matt]hew and other manuscripts, with annotation.

Dated at [Liverpool].

Reference code: CBA 7182(1) - CBA 7182(19)

Letters to and from Newton and S.A. Tregelles

Dates of creation: 1862-1871
Extent: 19 letters

Scope and content
Contains letters and copies of letters to and of B.W. Newton and S.A. Tregelles. The subject matter concerns: work of S.P. Tregelles and application to the Government on his behalf [for financial aid], doctrines of B.W. Newton and distribution of his works in Canada.

Reference code: CBA 7182(1)

Letter

Dates of creation: 5 Feb [1870?]
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From Bertram Ashburnham [4th Earl of Ashburnham] to [B.W. Newton]: expressing concern at [illness] of [S.P.] Tregelles and hope that he may complete his work; hoping that there may be public acknowledgment for his labour, showing the Testament to Sir Thomas Gladstone.

Dated at Battle.

Reference code: CBA 7182(2)

Letter

Dates of creation: 21 Mar [1870?]
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From Bertram Ashburnham [4th Earl of Ashburnham] to [B.W. Newton]: expressing gladness at improvement in [S.P.] Tregelles's health; referring to application to the Government on behalf of Tregelles.

Dated at [Battle].

Reference code: CBA 7182(3)

Letter

Dates of creation: 29 Mar [1870?]
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content
From Bertram Ashburnham [4th Earl of Ashburnham] to [B.W. Newton]: objecting to [Newton's?] suggestion that Ashburnham act according to his own judgement regarding application to Mr. Gladstone on behalf of [S.P.] Tregelles.

Dated at [London].

Reference code: CBA 7182(4)

Letter

Dates of creation: 4 May [1870]
Extent: 3 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: black-edged notepaper

Scope and Content

From Bertram Ashburnham [4th Earl of Ashburnham] to [B.W. Newton]: referring to improvement in health of [S.P] Tregelles; recommending that the friends of [S.P] Tregelles bring his claims before Mr. Gladstone.

Dated at [London].

Reference code: CBA 7182(5)

Letter

Dates of creation: [10 May 1870]
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

Draft letter from B.W. Newton to Lord [Ashburnham]; promising to speak to those who have helped [S.P] Tregelles in his work, about Lord [Ashburnham's] recent letter, stating that he has decided not to appeal to the Government; continuing ill-health of [S.P] Tregelles.

Endorsed: note [in another hand] on "Sabbatism of the redeemed...."

Reference code: CBA 7182(6)

Letter

Dates of creation: 10 May 1870
Extent: 4 pages and 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: postmarked

Scope and Content

2 Copy of letters of B.W. Newton [not his handwriting] to Lord Ashburnham: promising to speak to those who have helped [S.P] Tregelles in his work about Lord Ashburnham's recent letter; stating that he has decided not to appeal to the Government; continuing ill-health of [S.P] Tregelles.

Attached: envelope with postage stamp addressed to B.W. Newton; annotation "Copy letter to Lord Ashburnham".

Dated at Tunbridge Wells.

Reference code: CBA 7182(7)

Letter

Dates of creation: 11 Aug 1870
Extent: 4 pages and 4 pages

Scope and Content

From [Charles James Stewart [bookseller] to B.W. Newton: regarding Newton's suggestion of limitation of time to subscribers; referring to enclosed draft letter, dated 6 Aug 1870, of C.J. Stewart to [4th Earl of] Ashburnham regarding state of [S.P] Tregelles's pecuniary affairs; visit of Mr. Braithwaite and his comments on what should be done for [S.P] Tregelles's finances.

Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 7182(8)

Letter

Dates of creation: 17 Dec [1870]
Extent: 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: black-edged notepaper

Scope and Content


Dated at London.
Reference code: CBA 7182(9)

Letter

Dates of creation: 23 Dec [1870?]
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From Bertram Ashburnham [4th Earl of Ashburnham] to [B.W. Newton]: regarding his donation to [S.P.] Tregelles; referring to "packet of game" he is sending.

Dated at [Battle].

Reference code: CBA 7182(10)

Letter

Dates of creation: 26 Dec [1870?]
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at [Battle].

Reference code: CBA 7182(11)

Letter

Dates of creation: [Pre-1875]
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7182(12)

Letter
Dates of creation: [Pre-1875]
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7182(13)

Letter

Dates of creation: 23 Jan 1862
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From [William] Cureton to [B.W. Newton?): regarding answer from Mr. Cowper and a "memorial" to be made to the Prime Minister.

Dated at Deans Yard.

Reference code: CBA 7182(14)

Letter

Dates of creation: 8 Mar 1864
Extent: 5 pages

Scope and Content

From H.M. [ J.?] to [B.W.] Newton: regarding circulation of Newton's books in Canada; recommending Mr. Brookman, who has preached on behalf of the Bible Society in church of Mr. Gregg a Scotch Minister, to be an agent to sell Newton's books; fear that a Mr. Brown and his wife of Toronto, who has eagerly read Newton's work and might sell them, might have joined the Plymouth Brethren; referring to error in the writings of the Brethrenites; referring to writings of [S.P] Tregelles; Mrs Pengelley; Miss Holditch's travels in Canada.

Dated at Cooksville, Canada.

Reference code: CBA 7182(15)

Letter
Dates of creation: 14 Jan 1871
Extent: 2 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: black-edged notepaper

Scope and Content


Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 7182(16)

Letter

Dates of creation: 18 Jan 1871
Extent: 1 page
Physical Condition: Condition: black-edged notepaper

Scope and Content


Dated at Cambridge.

Reference code: CBA 7182(17)

Letter

Dates of creation: 13 Mar 1871
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From F.J.A. Hort to [B.W.] Newton: commenting on policy of silence in answer to the *Athenaeum*; commenting on authorities used by [S.P.] Tregelles; inability to name anyone to help with the Armenian; promising to send corrigenda for Matthew's Gospel.

Dated at Hitchen.

Reference code: CBA 7182(18)

Letter
Dates of creation: 25 Jul 1871
Extent: 3 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: black-edged notepaper and envelope

Scope and Content

[Copy?] letter of B.W. Newton to J.H. Parker at Tunbridge Wells: requesting that he send him a list of errors he has found in The Greek Testament edited by [S.P.] Tregelles.

Attached: envelope.

Dated at Tunbridge Wells.

Reference code: CBA 7182(19)

Letter

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 6 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: black-edged notepaper

Scope and Content

Copy of letter from B.W. Newton: replying to enquiries regarding his doctrines; recommending that addressee read some of his publications.

Reference code: CBA 7185 - CBA 7186

Notes on Biblical subjects, pencil drawing

Dates of creation: 1892-1922
Extent: 15 notebooks, loose papers and a pencil drawing

Scope and content

Reference code: CBA 7185

Notes and Notebooks

Dates of creation: 1892-1922
Extent: 15 notebooks, exercise books and loose paper

Scope and Content
Notes of F.W. Wyatt and A.C. Fry and notes possibly by them and others on Biblical subjects, notes of sermons and articles; doctrine of B.W. Newton. 1892-1922 and n.d. 15 notebooks, exercise books and loose paper. (GC44020) MS.

Reference code: CBA 7186

Pencil Drawing

Dates of creation: [Late nineteenth century]
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Pencil drawing of young man - [B.W. Newton?]

Reference code: CBA 7187(1) - CBA 7187(29)

Letters and copies formerly belonging to Wyatt and Fry, copy of Newton Letter and papers of F.W. Wyatt

Dates of creation: 1889-1938
Extent: 30 letters

Scope and content

Letters, copy letters and copies of letters formerly belonging to F.W.Wyatt and A.C. Fry, copy of letter of B.W. Newton, papers of F.W. Wyatt. The subject matter of these letters concerns: doctrines of B.W. Newton, criticism of book by Dr. Biss, general family news, book of Dr. A. Dalzell.

Reference code: CBA 7187(1)

Letter

Dates of creation: 23 Apr 1897
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From Fred W. Wyatt to his mother: referring to removal of some of his teeth; enclosed tract [not present] of one of Open Brethren and book [not present]; visit to prison at Newport; his genealogical researches.

Dated at Ryde.
**Reference code:** CBA 7187(2)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 1 Dec 1897  
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**

From [W.W.] Norman to [F.W. Wyatt]: regarding letter and pamphlet of Wyatt with reference to Dr. Biss.

Attached: copy letter of [F.W. Wyatt] to [W.W.] Norman: promising to write to Dr. Bis

Dated at Brondesbury.

**Reference code:** CBA 7187(3)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 5 Dec 1897  
**Extent:** 4 pages

**Scope and Content**


Dated at Brondesbury.

**Reference code:** CBA 7187(3a)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** [1897]  
**Extent:** 7 pages

**Scope and Content**


**Reference code:** CBA 7187(4)
Letter

Dates of creation: 20 Jan 1898
Extent: OJp

Scope and Content


Dated at Pokesdown.

Reference code: CBA 7187(5)

Letter

Dates of creation: 21 Feb 1898
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From [Edward G.] Lawrence to [F.W.] Wyatt: referring to death of Arthur's little boy; their meeting to discuss practical union and Lawrence's opinions on the subject.

Dated at Pokesdown.

Reference code: CBA 7187(6)

Letter

Dates of creation: 15 Mar 1898
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Pokesdown.

Reference code: CBA 7187(7)
Letter

**Dates of creation:** 27 Feb 1899  
**Extent:** 4 pages

**Scope and Content**


Dated at Epsom.

**Reference code:** CBA 7187(8)

---

Letter

**Dates of creation:** 8 Apr 1899  
**Extent:** 1 page

**Scope and Content**

[Draft] letter of [F.W. Wyatt]: announcing an end to correspondence between [Wyatt] and address because of addressee's position "with respect to the worship of God in ...... meeting".

**Reference code:** CBA 7187(9)

---

Letter

**Dates of creation:** 29 Mar[Pre-26 Jun 1899]  
**Extent:** 4 pages

**Scope and Content**

Draft letter of F.W. Wyatt to Dr. [A] Dalzell: thanking him for their meeting; visit to Mr. N[ewton?] when he criticized Wyatt for refusing to take any ministry; relating to time he did give lectures in London.

Dated at Ryde.

**Reference code:** CBA 7187(10)

---

Letter

**Dates of creation:** Mar 1899  
**Extent:** 2 pages
Scope and Content

Copy of letter from Fred. W. Wyatt to Miss regarding: [B.W.] Newton's opinion as to [W.L.] Holland's statements following the reaction to his withdrawal with reference also to Mrs. W. Appended: copies of 3 letters:

- (1) of W.L. Holland to Mrs. W. regarding his withdrawal
- (2) dated 2 Mar 1899, of W.L. Holland to Miss C. regarding his withdrawal and intention to make certain of Frank White's doctrine
- (3) of '[Mrs. W] to [W.L.] Holland replying to letter

Reference code: CBA 7187 (11)

Letter

Dates of creation: 23 Mar 1899
Extent: 13 pages

Scope and Content

Copy of letter written on behalf of F.W. Wyatt to [E.G.] Lawrence: referring to Lawrence's illness; answering his "5 questions".

Reference code: CBA 7187(12)

Letter

Dates of creation: 13 Aug 1899
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from F.W. Wyatt to Mary, his wife: describing his stay at [Upton Knoll] and referring to planned visits to Blandford and Bristol.

Dated at Upton Knoll.

Reference code: CBA 7187(13)

Letter

Dates of creation: 13 Aug 1899
Extent: 2 pages
Scope and Content

Copy letter [incomplete] from [F.W. Wyatt] to Dr. [A.] Dalzell: stating that he would not "meddle with anything like ministry" in Devon.

Reference code: CBA 7187(14)

Letter

Dates of creation: 15 Aug 1899
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content


Dated at Rusthall.

Reference code: CBA 7187(15)

Letter

Dates of creation: 25 Aug 1899
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From [Edward G.] Lawrence to [F.W.] Wyatt: referring to illness of Mr. and Mrs Wyatt; expressing sorrow that they could not visit him; "sorrowful.... chapel experiences" at [Pokesdown, Bournemouth]

Dated at Pokesdown

Reference code: CBA 7187(16)

Letter

Dates of creation: 3 Sep 1899
Extent: 4 pages
Physical Condition: Condition: black-edged notepaper

Scope and Content
From Fred. W. Wyatt to his wife [Mary]: referring to tracing on leaf of her fuchsia; describing his train journey from B[and for]d to Tunbridge Wells.

Dated at Tunbridge Wells.

**Reference code:** CBA 7187(17)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 9 Sep 1899  
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**

From Fred. W. Wyatt to Mary, his wife: announcing his decision to go to Epsom; asking how long she plans to stay at Blandford.

Dated at Tunbridge Wells.

**Reference code:** CBA 7187(18)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 11 Sep 1899  
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**

From Fred. W. Wyatt to his wife, [Mary]: describing his stay at Epsom.

Dated at Epsom.

**Reference code:** CBA 7187(19)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 12 Sep 1899  
**Extent:** 1 page

**Scope and Content**

From Fred. W. Wyatt to his wife Ma[r]y: regarding his possible visits; his refusal of Miss [A.] B[utcher's] suggestion that they live with her.
Dated at Epsom.

Reference code: CBA 7187(20)

Letter

Dates of creation: 15 Sep 1899
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From Fred. W. Wyatt to Mary, his wife: regarding their travelling and visiting arrangements.

Dated at Epsom.

Reference code: CBA 7187(21)

Letter

Dates of creation: 22 Oct 1899
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From Fred. W. Wyatt to Mary, his wife: expressing his longing for her return; regarding Mrs N[ewton's] wish that Wyatt should have services in their house; describing visit to London.

Dated at Tunbridge Wells.

Reference code: CBA 7187(22)

Letter

Dates of creation: [Oct 1899]
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From Fred. W. Wyatt to Mary, his wife: regarding her return and other general matters.

Dated at Tunbridge Wells.
Reference code: CBA 7187(23)

Letter

Dates of creation: Jul 1900
Extent: 10 pages

Scope and Content

2 Copy letters from Fred. W. Wyatt to Dr. [A.] Dalzell:

- 2. Dated 18 Jul 1900, denying that The Revised Version was drawn from [S.P.] Tregelles's text; objecting to Dalzell printing much of [B.W.] Newton's work without acknowledging his authorship.

Dated at Tunbridge Wells.

Reference code: CBA 7187(24)

Letter

Dates of creation: 25 May 1913
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

2 [copy/draft] versions of letter of Fred. W. Wyatt to Miss Martin: regarding [B.W.] Newton's wish to re-issue his book on Rev. 7 with alterations and relating the changes he had intended.

Dated at Tunbridge Wells.

Reference code: CBA 7187(25)

Letter

Dates of creation: 16 Sep 1922
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

From A.C. Fry to [F.W.] Wyatt: referring to Wyatt's M.S. Vol 10 of [B.W.] Newton's doctrine which he is returning; index Fry has compiled; Fry's leading children services in South St.; reading Newton's lectures at Bible Readings, ill-health of Mr. Woolgar.

Dated at Newport, Isle of Wight.

From F.W. Wyatt to Mary, his wife: describing his visit to [Walter Wyatt and family at Bournemouth].

Dated at Bournemouth.

Letter [incomplete] from [F.W. Wyatt] to Mary [his wife]: referring to his criticism of Dr. [A.] Dalzell's MSS.
Letter

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

Notes of [F.W. Wyatt for diary?] of visit to Dr. Biss and other activities.

Reference code: CBA 7187(30) - CBA 7187(48)

Letters of A.C. Fry

Dates of creation: 1900-1938
Extent: 19 letters

Scope and content

The subject matter of these letters concerns: MS books of Newton's lectures, news of B.W. Newton and S.P. Tregelles and other general news.

Reference code: CBA 7187(30)

Copy of letter

Dates of creation: 5 Sep 1900
Extent: 7 pages

Scope and Content

Copy of letter from Alfred Fry to Mr. Seyler: referring to Fry's MSS notes; wishing him well in Australia and reflecting generally on spiritual state in the "Roman World".

Dated at Carisbrooke.

Reference code: CBA 7187(31)

Letter

Dates of creation: 2 Mar 1904
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content
From [Mary G.S.] Stifling to Alfred Fry: referring to "3 version Psalter" enclosed [not present] for him to fill in; promising to return his MS.

Dated at Richmond.

**Reference code:** CBA 7187(32)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 7 Oct 1912  
**Extent:** 1 page

**Scope and Content**

From [E.J.] Burnett to [A.C.] Fry: referring to a brass mirror which he passes on to Fry.

Dated at Worthing.

**Reference code:** CBA 7187(33)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 3 Oct 1922  
**Extent:** 3 pages

**Scope and Content**

Copy of letter [incomplete] from [A.C. Fry] to Mr. Holland: maintaining his disagreement with Holland over the Sabbath question.

Dated at [Newport].

**Reference code:** CBA 7187(34)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 30 Mar 1918  
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**

From Fred. W. Wyatt to [A.C.] Fry: stating that he will return the MS. books of notes of B.W. N[ewton] on Bible lectures and extracts from
Wyatt's notes of conversations with B.W. N[ewton]; news of Wyatt's family.

Dated at Tunbridge Wells.

**Reference code:** CBA 7187(35)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 20 Apr 1920  
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**


Dated at Tunbridge Wells.

**Reference code:** CBA 7187(36)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** n.d.  
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**


Dated at Tunbridge Wells.

**Reference code:** CBA 7187(37)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 6 Mar  
**Extent:** 1 page

**Scope and Content**

From Fred. W. Wyatt to Alfred [C. Fry]: referring to [Fry's] request that Wyatt abbreviate a letter [of Fry's] to Mr. Woolgar; ill-health suffered by Wyatt.
Dated at Blandford.

**Reference code**: CBA 7187(38)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation**: 16 Aug  
**Extent**: 2 pages

**Scope and Content**

From Fred. W. Wyatt to Alfred [C. Fry]: asking for information regarding a lecture on Lev. 16 Day of Atonement in his MS book written by Mr. Bath. Endorsed: quotation from *The Day of Atonement*, chapter XVI.

Dated at Tunbridge Wells.

**Reference code**: CBA 7187(39)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation**: 19 Nov 1922  
**Extent**: 3 pages

**Scope and Content**

From [Chalres T.] Walrond to [A.C.] Fry: referring to his sending the "B.W.N. notice" to the printer's and other general remarks.

Dated at Kensington.

**Related Units of Description**

See also CBA 7187(36)

**Reference code**: CBA 7187(40)

**Draft notice?**

**Dates of creation**: [c. 1922?]  
**Extent**: 1 page

**Scope and Content**
From Alfred C. Fry B.W. Newton [on occasion of publication of works of Newton?].

Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7187 (35)

Reference code: CBA 7187(41)

Letter

Dates of creation: 17 Aug 1925

Scope and Content

Letter [incomplete] from unknown person at 52 Cathcart Road South Kensington to [A.C.] Fry: referring to health of Miss George; book of notes of readings by [F.W.] Wyatt and extracts copied by Miss Butcher of the lectures writer is sending; news to be conveyed to [C.T.] Walrond regarding health of Mr. Holland; asking meaning of Biblical passage

Dated at South Kensington.

Reference code: CBA 7187(42)

Letter

Dates of creation: 25 Jan 1928
Extent: 1 page
Physical Condition: Condition: black-edged notepaper

Scope and Content

From [J.] Buckler to [A.C. Fry?): thanking him for loan of books and for visiting Mrs. Buckler.

Dated at Richmond House, Union St.? 

Reference code: CBA 7187(43)

Letter

Dates of creation: 30 Jan 1928
Extent: 2 pages
Scope and Content

Dated at Worthing.

Reference code: CBA 7187(44)

Copy of letter

Dates of creation: 22 Aug 1932
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

[Copy] of letter from A.C. Fry to Miss Stoakley: notifying her of his son's new address in Jersey to which she should send *The Gospel Witness*; referring to pamphlets the Dr. might like to read.

Dated at Newport, Isle of Wight.

Reference code: CBA 7187(45)

Copy of letter

Dates of creation: 27 Aug 1932
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

[Copy] of letter [incomplete] of [A.C. Fry] to Dr. Shields: recounting views of [S.P.] Tregelles and B.W. Newton on "Hebdomads" of Dan. 9 referred to by Dr. Shields in one of his lectures.

Dated at Newport, Isle of Wight.

Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7187 (46)

Reference code: CBA 7187(46)

Draft notes for letter
Dates of creation: [27 Aug 1932]
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

From [A.C. Fry] to Dr. Shields: "in connection with subjects concerning Prophecy published in The Gospel Witness".

Dated at [Newport, Isle of Wight].

Related Units of Description

See also CBA 7187 (45)

Reference code: CBA 7187(47)

Notes

Dates of creation: 19 Sep 1938
Extent: 8 pages

Scope and Content

Notes of [W.H.] Stirling; regarding B.W. Newton "for Alfred Fry".

Reference code: CBA 7187(48)

Letter

Dates of creation: 4 Nov
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

From Fred. W. Wyatt to Alfred [C. Fry]: referring to "book of MS containing Numbers 19" and Hunt's notes of a lecture which he is sending.

Dated at Blandford.

Reference code: CBA 7187(49) - CBA 7187(53)

Other notes and letters

Dates of creation: 1889-1926
Extent: 5 items
Scope and content

Other notes, letters etc. found among the above papers.

| Reference code: CBA 7187(49) |
| Dates of creation: 14 Jul 1889 |
| Extent: 6 pages |

Scope and Content

Copy of letter from B.W. Newton to Mr. Andrews: arguing for the necessity for discipline and oversight at meetings of believers.

Dated at Orpington.

| Reference code: CBA 7187(50) |
| Note |
| Dates of creation: 29 Jan 1899 |
| Extent: 1 page |

Scope and Content

Note (anonymous) on writer's personal belief.

| Reference code: CBA 7187(51) |
| Bundle of Letters and copies |
| Dates of creation: Mar 1923 - Oct 1926 |
| Extent: 49 pages |

Scope and Content

Bundle of 36 letters and copy letters received and issued by Charles T. Walrond, [administrator] of the Tregelles Trust on behalf of F.W. Wyatt until May 1923 and subsequently on behalf of E.J. Burnett.

| Reference code: CBA 7187(52) |
| [Draft] letter |
| Dates of creation: n.d. |
| Extent: 3 pages |
Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 7187(53)

Note

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Note headed "postscript": referring to Dr. D and Miss Hiscock; writer's idea of reprinting or continuing Mr. N[ewton]'s work; possibility of Alstone having "some work of reprinting and the charge of Mr. Newton's books".

Reference code: CBA 7188(1) - CBA 7188(7)

Printed Items

Dates of creation: 1887-1922
Extent: 7 items

Scope and Content

This series contains a small assortment of printed items.

Reference code: CBA 7188(1)

Notice of lectures to be given by B.W. Newton at the Stafford Rooms

Dates of creation: May 1887
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Notice of lectures to be given by B.W. Newton at the Stafford Rooms; London. (GC44020)
Reference code: CBA 7188(2)

Map

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

A prophetic map of the world being an attempt to exhibit its general condition at the end of the age.

Reference code: CBA 7188(3)

Leaflet

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Advertising leaflet of books by B.W. Newton, published by E.J. Burnett. Worthing.

Reference code: CBA 7188(4)

Newspaper cuttings

Dates of creation: 1888-1922
Extent: 13 items

Scope and Content

13 newspaper cuttings reporting on: Archaeological discoveries; collision of steamer, Princess of Wales, in the Clyde; obituary of T.H. Bastard; Old boys of Milton Abbas School; Bristol as the "Cradle of Methodism". 1888 - 1922 and n.d. 13 items. (GC44020)

Reference code: CBA 7188(5)

Annotated Biblica fragment

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content
Psalm 24 with commentary.

Reference code: CBA 7188(6)

Annotatated Printer's Proof

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 13 pages

Scope and Content

Watching and Waiting proof sheets with annotations, of articles by John Hunt Lynn and anonymous authors.

Reference code: CBA 7188 (7)

Reprint

Dates of creation: 2 Nov 1874
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

NEWTON (Benjamin Wills) Notes on some statements of Mr. Pearsall Smith. (Reprinted from the Record.)

Creation: Finding aid created by Susan M. Noble in July 1984; the finding aid was modified and converted to EAD 2002 by Graham Johnson in June 2008.